A Ribbon Through Time

Executive Summary - 1

Executive Summary
Brant County and Brantford have an extraordinary
background, with a set of stories that should be told in a
more comprehensive manner than is currently being done.
There is no single comprehensive voice to coalesce and
disseminate this history. This community and the events
which happened here had not only a local or regional
impact, but a national and international one. The stories to
be told here are immense and of international stature.
We have outlined the sequence of historical events which
happened in this community as well as the integral part
played by the Grand River in the growth of hamlets,
villages, and towns throughout the County and the
development of its industrial base including the
international acknowledgement of the City of Brantford as
the "Telephone City". Communication networks in the form
of railways and roadways replaced the river as the primary
mode of transportation allowing the area to become a focal
point of strong industrial expansion with internationally
known manufacturers and products which played key roles
in international trade and two world wars. The decline of
these manufacturing industries and the current desire to
redevelop the community with a new vision has set the
stage for this current report.
One of the primary criteria for the selection of communities
for relocation of large national and international
corporations is the availability of cultural facilities, including
museums and educational institutions, which provide a
cultural base to support and enrich the lives of creative and
highly educated staff. The development of industry and a
self-aware community go hand-in-hand. A community with
an awareness of the greatness of its past will have the selfconfidence to re-capture that greatness and move into the
future with hightened creativity and confidence. A
consolidated museum for Brantford and the County of
Brant can be an important component in the long-term
development of the City and County and would be an
important asset in this process.
In the introduction of the report, we set the background
and discuss the community which includes both Brant
County and the City of Brantford. It is here that the theme
and graphic for the report is introduced, A Ribbon Through
Time, using the outline of the Grand River as a metaphor
for the past and future development of the community and
for the potential interpretation of the community.
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Chapter 1 of the report outlines the Programs, Services,
Collections and Galleries in the community (which is also
supported by information related to available artifacts in
Appendix F). A series of recommendations are made
related to the protection and conservation of existing
collections including facilities and management systems.
In this chapter, we also examine the needs of the
members of the Brant Heritage Partnership (including the
Brant Historical Society which operates the Brant Museum
and Archives; the Ontario Genealogical Society, Brant
Branch; and the Canadian Industrial Heritage Centre).
Based on this analysis, we have determined that a facility
of approximately 40,000 square feet would be required to
realize the aspirations of these organizations as a
combined centre to serve the needs of the City and
County.
Having established a reasonable size for this site (which is
also based on a comparison of facilities in other similar
communities), a Gallery and Exhibit concept is discussed
together with a discussion of an expanded program plan
which would permit the addition of other partners to the
concept.
In Chapter 2, several sites in the City and the County are
examined in a preliminary manner to establish a
reasonable and effective location for the proposed site.
Criteria for scoring the sites included availability, location,
visibility, heritage association, size (including
expandability), and overall suitability. While the original
mandate for site selection was 4 sites, this was expanded
to 10 sites and, of these, the former Cockshutt site in
Brantford scored highest with a location in the derelict
commercial area in downtown Brantford a close second.
In Chapter 3, criteria for space planning are developed
which is prefaced by a philosophical discussion related to
restoration or adaptive re-use of existing sites. Criteria
include the types of spaces required at this site, and a
conceptual layout based on the proposed organization of
the Partnership and its operation of the centre. A detailed
space use description is also included which defines the
areas required of each function in a building of the
proposed size. Phasing of the work is included and
construction costs are provided based on a cost-persquare-foot for a building of this type, whether a renovation
a new facility, or a leasehold improvement and range from
approximately $17 million for a new building, to $14.5
million for a renovation (not including property acquisition)
to approximately $10 million for leasehold improvements
(not including rental costs).
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In Chapter 4, an implementation plan is provided which
includes a discussion on the organization of the
partnership and an assessment of the support for the
concept based on the results of public meetings and
questionnaires.
In Chapter 5, we discuss the market for the site, its
marketing potential, and how to do it. Target groups and
preliminary strategies are provided in this marketing plan.
In Chapter 6, we discuss the operating and revenue
potential for the site which is based on results from similar
sites in Ontario and the defined structure of the
Partnership. Budget forecasts are provided based on
various sizes of operation. Guidelines for fundraising are
also provided.
Finally, in Chapter 7, a preliminary business plan is
outlined which should form the basis for the development
of the site.
Appendices have been added to the report to provide
background and further refine the information provided.
Appendix A provides further marketing ideas. Public
surveys are presented and discussed in detail in Appendix
B. An outline of the demographics of Canadian Heritage
Tourists, of use in marketing and promotion, is provided in
Appendix C. Essays on the role of the community
museum and on the organizational evolution and the
community museum are provided in Appendix D and E. A
listing of potential and lost exhibits is provided in Appendix
F. Letters of support are provided in Appendix G. We
provide a list of those interviewed in Appendix H, and a list
of source material in Appendix I. Finally, Appendix J is a
copy of the advertisement used to promote a public
meeting for the study.
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Note
This report is organized in accordance with
the proposal submitted to the Brant Heritage
Partners Museum and Cultural Centre
Study, by Goldsmith Borgal & Company Ltd.
Architects with Canadian Cultural Resource
Consultants Inc., dated January 20th 2006.
This document is copyright under the laws
of Canada and the Province of Ontario.
Reproduction in whole or in part without
permission is not permitted.
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Foreword
We would like to thank all of the participants in the
preparation of this report. We have identified those
interviewed in Appendix G. The following is a list of
committee members who have worked with the consultants
and who provided invaluable advice and assistance.
Cal Diegel
Joan Kanigan-Fairen
Jean Farquharson
Audrey Elcomb
Robert Glass
Delia O'Byrne
Mike O'Byrne
Karen Richardson
Donna Stewart
Of particular note are the sponsors of the project without
whose support and funds this project could not have been
initiated. Their logos are presented below.
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Introduction
During the course of the preparation of this report, the
consultant team confirmed within itself that Brant County
and Brantford have an extraordinary background, with a
set of stories that should be told in a more comprehensive
manner than is currently being done. Indeed, although
several small interpretive sites exist in this community,
there is no single comprehensive voice to coalesce and
disseminate this history. This community and the events
which happened here had not only a local or regional
impact, but a national and international one. From the
settlement of America by European immigrants, to the
impact of the U.S. War of Independence and the War of
1812, to the development of industry including major
agricultural equipment, participation in the manufacture of
materiel for two world wars, the development of
communication in the form of the telephone, even to the
decline of local industry with the development of
globalization, the stories to be told here are immense and
of international stature.
The Attiwandaron, or "Neutral" First Nations were the
earliest known humans to occupy the region now known as
Brant County. In the 1780’s, Captain Joseph
Thayendanegea Brant was key organizer of the Six
Nations including the Mohawk, Cayuga, Seneca and
Onondaga tribes, to fight for the British during the US War
of Independence. The choice of allegiance cost them their
lands in New York. To compensate for the loss, they were
granted 760,000 acres on the Grand River complete with
two mills, a school and a chapel. Led by Joseph Brant,
they established a village of some 400 inhabitants by
1788. This community was situated near an important
crossing point on the river ("Brant's Ford") and prospered
as a resting place for travellers on the "Detroit Path", a trail
linking the Niagara and Detroit rivers.
The Grand River, a Canadian Heritage River, played an
integral part in the history and development of the
Brantford, Brant County, Six Nations and New Credit
communities. In the 1800's, the river provided the
opportunity and impetus for economic growth when barges
brought new materials up and manufactured goods down
the river to the Great Lakes and beyond. The Grand River
Navigation Company was created in 1832 and, shortly
after, five dams, five locks and two canals were
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constructed. The navigable channels and newly
constructed roads attracted new businesses to the area.
Soon the large number of settlers from the United States
and Europe began to encroach upon Six Nations' lands. In
1841 the government moved the Grand River Iroquois to a
section of their land south of the river. Of Brant’s Mohawk
Village, only the chapel remains (the oldest Protestant
edifice in Upper Canada).
The Grand River and rich agricultural lands in its
watershed also played a significant role in the settlement
patterns throughout the County of Brant. The initial focus
on farming and related industries led to the growth of
hamlets, villages, and towns throughout the County.
Originally, the County was separated into East Brant and
West Brant and comprised the six townships of Burford,
Brantford, South Dumfries, Oakland, Onondaga and
Tuscarora, and two incorporated towns, Brantford and
Paris. The County of Brant was formed in 1851 when an
act was passed separating it from the united counties of
Wentworth, Halton and Oxford. Valuable timber, that was
used locally as well as exported, covered the Burford area.
St. George was identified as a pristine artesian spring
location, possessing some of the finest springs in the
world. Similar in natural resource stature, the Gypsum
Lime and Alabastine Co., manufacturing both fertilizer and
plaster, was founded with its head office in the area which
would come to be named Paris as a result of the famous
gypsum-based “Plaster of Paris." Other manufacturing
entities in the County included Penman’s factories and
home, and an extensive agricultural heritage. Other
historical associations include George Brown and the Bow
Park Farm, which figured with participation in the 1837
Rebellion. Other features of the County include the
cobblestone architecture of Paris, as well as significant
buildings and archaeological sites throughout the County.
Acknowledged internationally as the "Telephone City",
Brantford prides itself on being the birthplace of the
telephone. Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone
in his home town of Brantford in 1874, thus launching one
of the world's greatest communication industries. By 1877,
Brantford was incorporated as a City with 10,000
individuals. As railways and roadways replaced the river
as the primary mode of transportation, Brantford remained
a focal point of strong industrial expansion. A number of
agricultural and manufacturing firms experienced rapid
growth including Massey-Harris, Verity Plow and
Cockshutt. By 1901 the recorded number of inhabitants
had grown to 16,619. The City’s manufacturing industries
continued to prosper during the First and Second World
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Wars, producing both agricultural machinery for use at
home and munitions and aircraft for use overseas. The
manufacturing industries went into decline during the
1960’s leaving the old industrial sites derelict.
However, its key location and optimal transportation
network continue to allow the combined City and County to
service the North American marketplace, and provide
goods to areas throughout the world. In 2001, the
population of Brantford was recorded at 86, 417. 118,485
inhabitants were recorded in Brant County, including
Brantford and the communities of Burford, St. George, and
Paris which thrive with boutiques, specialty shops, and
Brant County antiquities.

The County of Brant motto, "Fidelitas et Industria" captures
the area’s sense of loyalty - faithfulness to a principle, a
cause, and industry in all things. The prosperity of the
19th and early 20th centuries is reflected in the historical
architecture found in older urban districts where Victorian
mansions line streets, and magnificent churches, theatres
and commercial buildings echo details of the past. It is
interesting to speculate that the general atmosphere of the
period allowed for a successful, creative, and prosperous
community.
The County of Brant and particularly the City of Brantford
have survived a state of decline and are rebounding with
new and innovative developments including the creation of
new industries to replace those which were lost over the
latter part of the 20th century. Of interest is the downtown
development of Wilfrid Laurier University which will revive
the core area of Brantford and replace commercial
enterprise lost to suburban commercial development. Not
only can this development serve as a model for
redevelopment of a core area, it can act as an attraction in
its own right.
Many of those with conservative viewpoints would view the
investment in museum and interpretive facilities as a waste
of taxpayers’ funds. Yet one of the primary criteria for the
selection of communities for relocation of large national
and international corporations is the availability of cultural
facilities, including museums and educational institutions,
which provide a cultural base to support and enrich the
lives of creative and highly educated staff. The
development of industry and a self-aware community go
hand-in-hand. A community with an awareness of the
greatness of its past will have the self-confidence to recapture that greatness and move into the future with
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hightened creativity and confidence. A consolidated
museum for Brantford and the County of Brant can be an
important component in the long-term development of the
City and County and would be an important asset in this
process.
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A Ribbon Through Time
The story which can be told in this community is so
important that we have elected to arrange this report in an
unconventional manner. We have put the thematic idea
for the proposed museum right up front in the following few
pages. These ideas are supported by the remainder of the
report which includes an analysis of the potential for the
partnership, an assessment of potential sites, and a
marketing program. However, the key issue is the concept
which will tie these components together.
The Grand River is classified as a Canadian Heritage River
and both the natural and human history of this region is
strongly linked to the history of the river.
Recommendation:
That this “Ribbon Through Time” be developed as a
common theme for all exhibits or programs, regardless of
which partner is telling the story.
Evidence of occupation as early as 11,000 years ago is
contained in archaeological sites that are scattered along
the river’s banks. Hunting of Mastodons following the
receding of the last Ice Age started a series of events that
continues to unfold to the present.
During the Post Contact period (after the arrival of the
Europeans), the river continues to be a ribbon binding the
area’s transportation, commerce, and agricultural
development. It emerges as a source of power for the
developing industries which were soon to render the
community the “economic engine of Canada”. Today, the
remains of many of the grist mills, textile factories, and
industrial centres can be seen along the river in places
such as Paris and Brantford.
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The fertile banks of the Grand River and its thousands of
tributaries were soon recognized as ideal for sustaining
agricultural development to the present.
The growth of agriculture, the development of the steam
engine and then the internal combustion engine, combined
with the power of the river, the growth of cities, towns and
villages along its banks, the ever growing demand for
agricultural machinery in the west and the added railroad
infrastructure provided the ingredients for what can best be
described as the birth of the modern Canadian Industrial
Revolution. Brantford was referred to as the “Birmingham
of Canada” by The Monetary Times in an article published
in 1899.
With the inception of the Brant Heritage Partners as an
expanded and more inclusive organization, there is a
potential to tell this unfolding story of the industrial history
of the region, which speaks to the early history of Canada
as an emerging nation. The metaphor of the river as “A
Ribbon Through Time” speaks not only to the local
residents, but to all Canadians. This is a national and
international story and should be told in a manner that
excites and stimulates both the local community and
visitors from any distance.
The focus of an exhibit program that could be developed
here would take the visitor through the birth of a nation by
exploring:

Brant Heritage Partners

•

The conflicts between various First Nations people
through the first French explorers to arrive in the
river valley in the mid 1700s.

•

The first major international conflict resulting in the
independence of the United States (which has had
a world-wide impact) and its significant impact on
the Grand River Valley when a grateful state
deeded the valley to the Six Nations.

•

The emergence of Joseph Brant as a leader as an
integral part of this story. His visit to London,
England which leads to his understanding of the
inevitability of European settlements in Upper
Canada will give a focus to many of the later events
in Brant County. From a museum interpretive
standpoint, this clarity of vision on the part of
Joseph Brant is exciting. To develop an exhibit that
gives the visitor the same impact that Joseph Brant
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must have experienced when he saw London for
the first time would be a huge but rewarding
challenge.
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•

The river is also a social history that can be traced
though the architecture of the people who settled in
its valley. It is here where the off-site Partners will
have a major role to play. By presenting small
exhibit overviews of the patterns, styles and
function of the built-environment of the area, the
visitor could be given the background to fully
appreciate the historic buildings when visited. The
architectural heritage of the area is rich not only in
residential structures, but in industrial and public
buildings as well. As a gate-way to a living
museum community, the Multi-Museum Complex
has something to offer virtually everyone visiting
the Brant/Brantford area, but more importantly, can
serve as a major cultural point of cohesion for the
community at large. As an example, the
“Riverscape” in Paris (ON) has been the subject of
many local artists works. This can be highlighted for
many visitors not only as an aesthetically pleasing
and important group of commercial and industrial
buildings that have remarkably survived, but also
as a testimony to the tremendous ambitions and
hopes of the founders of not only this community,
but all the communities along the river’s banks.

•

Subsequent history can include the issues of
transportation, and the development of heavy
industry, which arose because of the river. The rail
system came to this area because industry was
already in place – and the rail system enhanced the
industry and allowed transport of products across
the continent.

•

Given the status of “Birmingham of Canada”, it is
no accident that Bell lived in this environment of
creative ferment. The telephone extended the
communications revolution started by the telegraph
(which had been earlier installed and operated by
the railroads).

•

One reason why two world wars were won in the
20th Century was in the production capacity for war
equipment. Brant County (including Brantford) was
a pivotal site for war production, and this important
story is not being told elsewhere in Canada.
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•

The post-war expansion of industry saw the export
of local products around the world and it all started
here with the river.

•

The current “rise out of the ashes of decline” is a
key topic related to social development. Synergies
exist with educational institutions which can explore
these issues.

•

And to come full circle, the river as an ecological
resource can be explored as we move further into
the post-industrial era and confront issues such as
global warming and environmental problems. The
notion of resurrection of both the natural
environment in terms of reclamation of the river as
well as reversing urban decay are pointers to the
future. These messages can be enhanced by the
story to be told here, and influence the next
generation of Masseys, Penmans, Waterous’,
Cockshutts, Bells and others who changed the
world with their products and their ideas.

The Grand River as a connecting link in the interpretive history of Brant County
and the City of Brantford.
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1. Programs & Services, Collections & Galleries
1.1

Archive and Artifact Assessment

The Brant Heritage Partnership is comprised of three
organizations that have come together to form a heritage
collaboration and to explore the options available to them
in joint development, both separately and collectively.

These institutions are:
Brant Historical Society (which owns and operates
the Brant Museum and Archives);
Ontario Genealogical Society, Brant Branch;
Canadian Industrial Heritage Centre.
Both the Brant Historical Society and the Ontario
Genealogical Society have location footage and appear to
have an understanding of what they may need in addition
to meet their needs, although those needs may need
refining. The Canadian Industrial Heritage Centre has no
location footage at present although it envisages what it
would like in order to carry out its vision.
A review of each of these organizations follows.
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Brant Historical Society/Brant Museum and Archives
We have viewed the Galleries and Collections of the Brant
Historical Society/Brant Museum and Archives with the
following observations:
Galleries:
The exhibition of collections is most easily divided into two
principal areas. The main museum and its local collection
is situated on Charlotte Street in an historic house with a
somewhat unsympathetic addition. This portion of the
collection should be viewed as the principal area of
concentration for the museum and represents the
relevance of the museum to the City of Brantford and the
County of Brant. The annual attendance for this portion of
the museum was 9,766 in 2004.
The second area is that represented by the Scheak
Collection. The acquisition of this collection is somewhat
controversial and the consulting team encountered various
views as to the relevance to the Museum of this collection.
We had many comments relating to what should happen to
it. The general consensus was that the collection has little
relevance to the local population and has become both a
financial and a community-relations burden. It is now
apparent that the Historical Society will see relatively little,
if any, of the Scheak Trust (as promised) to assist in the
permanent exhibition of this collection.
The Scheak collection is exhibited at the Market Square
Mall under the name of Museum in the Square. A number
of individuals have indicated to us that they feel that this is
an inappropriate area to spend scarce heritage resources.
The attendance of this portion of the museum’s public
exhibition program was 4,330 in 2004.
The Museum at 57 Charlotte Street also houses the
Museum’s archival collection, certain land registry records,
and research area.

Recommendation:
It is recommended that the Brant Historical Society begin,
as soon as possible, to investigate the ways and means of
divesting itself of the Scheak Collection without further loss
to the core activity of the Museum which “is committed to
its role as steward of the heritage of the County of Brant,
including the City of Brantford” (BM & A - Community
Policy 2.1).
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Storage (Attic Level):
The attic level is the main storage area for the reserve
collection. It is filled to capacity and movement within the
attic space is difficult and cumbersome. The conditions are
cramped and although attempts have been made to keep
the collection organized and away from hazards, this area
is highly unsuitable for artifact storage.
Structural elements of the roof of the building need to be
negotiated and the collection occupies almost every corner
of this level. Because of the difficult access to the area,
this storage facility is restricted to objects that can be
carried by one, and remarkably, sometimes two persons.
Access to the attic area is difficult and does not conform to
current building codes. For personal safety, this area
should be closed to all staff except for maintenance
personnel.
An environmental control system has been installed in the
attic which is designed to provide the best possible
conditions for the sensitive collection that is stored in this
area.
Recommendation – Urgent:
That the Museum find new storage facilities for the reserve
collection as soon as possible. This should be done
regardless of any new capital initiatives proposed in the
future. The relocation of the reserve collection is a high
priority and should be acted on as soon as possible – even
if such a move is viewed as a temporary measure.
Although the Board of the Brant Historical Society, on the
detailed recommendation of the staff, will need to take
action on the above issue, should also take additional
action.
Recommendation:
That consideration be given to moving the attic storage to
the Activity Room at the main level of the existing museum
and that this space be equipped with temporary shelving to
accommodate this new use of space.
Preliminary estimates would indicate that this room, if
properly furnished, would be able to double as a curatorial
work room as well as accommodate all of the collection
currently located in the attic.
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The consultants recognize that the conversion of this
space to a non-public support space will have a negative
impact on the museum’s programming capabilities, but the
need for the safety of both collection and staff is viewed by
the consultants to be of paramount importance. Some of
the program functions currently performed in this space
may be able to be transferred, in a reduced and modified
manner, to other areas within the museum.
Storage (Basement Level):
Some artifact storage is located in this level. The
basement is totally unsuitable for any storage of artifacts.
Recommendation:
As an immediate action it is recommended that all artifacts
stored on this level be removed before further damage
results to that part of the collection.

Collections Management Systems:
The collections management systems employ the standard
three-part museum number.
One of the more efficient museum software packages
designed specifically for the use of community museums is
PastPerfect by Museum Management Collection Software
(currently available in Version 4.0). Such a package is
recommended for use throughout the Partnership and will
provide the flexibility needed for maintaining a system that
will permit not only a standardized system that will provide
staff and visitors alike with a seamless approach to
museum collections management, but also provide the
flexibility needed for the archival collection. Such a system
would also give the museum manager the needed
administrative tools to track museum membership,
fundraising activities, library and photographic records.
Recommendation:
It is recommended that all members of the Partnership
make use of the collection management/museum
management software package currently in use by the
Brant Museum and Archives.
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Physical Limitations
The collections held by the Brant Museum and Archives
reflect the nature and limitations of the space the museum
occupies. Being located on a relatively small “footprint” in
the centre of a city, the collection of major artifacts from the
City or the County has not been possible. It is not
uncommon for museums to collect what they have room
for and to turn away what they cannot accommodate. This
is not a sound way to manage and implement a collections
policy but it is the reality of most museums. Over the
years, at this site, this has led to an unbalanced collection
(urban vs. rural) and it is the view of the consultants that,
with the creation of a new museum complex and a
cooperative mandate between the BM & A and the CIHC,
this imbalance may be corrected.
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The Brant Branch of the Ontario Genealogical Society
The team consulted the Brant Branch of the Ontario
Genealogical Society and the President and the Executive
Director of the Ontario Genealogical Society. The
following observations are made:
Overview of Holdings:
The holdings of the Society are not unlike the ones in
similar collections of various branches of the Ontario
Genealogical Society. The emphasis is on local history
and genealogy.
It was noted that although the collection is under the
control and administration of the Brant Branch of the
Ontario Genealogical Society, the ownership of the
materials housed by the Branch is, in fact, that of the
provincial body.

Condition of Holdings:
The collection is large and generally well organized. The
material housed would be beneficial in a central location
providing a valuable asset to all members of the
Partnership. Although a valuable asset, the public use of
the collection is limited by several factors of which the
primary ones are hours of accessibility and physical space
limitations.
The collection and work rooms are located some 30 steps
up to the second floor above a bank constructed in the
early part of the 20th C (with very high ceilings). Most of
the volunteers who staff this space and many of the
patrons have expressed access problems and, as many of
them are in their senior years, these steps are becoming a
major impediment to research.

The local branch requirements centre on four specific
spaces:
1. Closed Stacks
While the Library collection is catalogued and organized to
be a browsing collection, there are some valuable books
and information which are irreplaceable. These require
protection in closed stacks. This space needs to be well
secured with controlled access. Materials need to be
housed on shelving units that, most economically, should
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be manufactured in steel and depending on space,
consideration should be given to high density shelving
units. The current holdings of the branch can be
accommodated on standard shelves in a space of
approximately 500 square feet.
2. Open Stacks
The browsing collection would take up the major portion of
shelf space dedicated for this Partner. Shelving and
resource files in cabinets as well as rolls of microfilm and
sheets of micro-fiche need to be housed in a space that
can also be used as a research area (along the walls or on
free standing shelving). It is estimated that some 30 linear
feet of wall space should suffice for this part of the
collection.
3. Research Space
This space needs to accommodate not only large table
surfaces for researchers to spread out the materials
needed for their work, but also needs to accommodate
reading equipment and computers. A space of
approximately 300 square feet should suffice for this
function with some space needed to accommodate the
Open Stacks portion of the collection. The collection in this
area, both in use and on shelves, should be protected by
observant staff/volunteers.
4. Archival Processing Space
This space should be dominated by a number of large
unobstructed table surfaces for sorting, boxing and
cataloguing materials. The space could also be used for
the preparation of publications.

The other major Partner, the Brant Historical Society, also
houses a major archival collection. Their need for
adequate space is as crucial as that of the Genealogical
Society. The needs identified here can be modified with
an aggressive use of centralized facilities with the other
Partners. Total research area and stacks needs are
discussed in detail elsewhere in this report.
Recommendation:
A new facility is needed if this valuable asset is to be used
to its potential by members of the public, Branch members
and staff of the heritage sector.
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Integration of Collections:
In discussions with both the executive of the local branch
of the Society and the Executive Director and the
President of the Ontario Genealogical Society it is clear
that an integration of the collection with the other archival
holdings of the Partnership will not pose significant
problems.
The key to this concept of “one stop shopping” for the
archival researchers will be the proper identification of the
assets of each Partner and then the development of the
required finding aids. This integration, from the
researcher’s point of view, must be “seamless” in order to
be effective. With the current availability of “off the shelf”
computer software, this should not be a major problem for
the Partnership and will greatly enhance the resource
availability for the researcher and staff alike.
As stated elsewhere in this report, the recommended
software for the Partners is PastPerfect which is already in
use by the Brant Museum and Archives. A strong archival
module is included as a part of this software. Conversion
from other systems can be accommodated with this
system.
Recommendation:
That the Brant Branch of the OGS adopt the PastPerfect
collections software for all cataloguing and that this
software be used to generate new finding aids for the
entire collection.
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Canadian Industrial Heritage Centre
The consultants met with the members of the Executive of
the Canadian Industrial Heritage Centre. The needs
reflected here are a result of that meeting and discussions
with various members of the CIHC and members of the
community:

This organization has a small collection at this time and
has received some donations to date. The intent of the
organization is to “capture” the important industrial
elements of the City of Brantford and the County of Brant.
This vision included a substantial physical space suitable
for the display and interpretation of large pieces of
industrial and farm machinery, a research centre dedicated
to the industrial records of the region and the preservation
of what remains of the built-heritage of this important
Canadian 19th and early 20th century industrial centre.

Requirements:
In the initial stages of this work the representatives of
CIHC expressed a “wish list” that included up to 100,000
square feet of exhibition space with a comparable
curatorial facility that would accommodate exhibition
workshops and conservation and restoration work areas,
as well as an extensive exhibition space designed to
accommodate large pieces of equipment. It is clearly
understood that the resources for such a scheme will most
likely not be available in the area of capital support. More
importantly, it is highly unlikely that there will be operating
resources available to maintain such an ambitious space.
It is clear that compromises (especially in terms of overall
facility size) will have to be made in the recommendations
for a heritage facility that will meet the needs of all the
Partners and ensure collaboration rather than competition
between the Partners, particularly in terms of collections.
This compromise will have the greatest impact on the
vision put forth by the CIHC. It is imperative that there are
working agreements to ensure that the Partners do not
“step on each other’s toes”.
With this in mind, the expectations of the CIHC should be
substantially reduced and it is understood that facilities that
are somewhat smaller will probably have to be “fitted into”.
It is also understood that in order to maintain the mandate
of the CIHC additional compromises will need to be made
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in the manner in which the large objects in the potential
collection will be housed, curated and exhibited.
Recommendation:
It is the recommendation that the Partnership be expanded
and that all Partners be included on a needs basis that is
particular to the individual Partner’s mandate.
The size and complexity of the central facility must not
exceed the ability of the Partners to operate the complex.
The key to determining the final design and role of the
centre will be the availability of annual operating
resources.
Representatives of the consulting team have met with the
Boards of all the Partners and explained fully the
importance of the concept of annual sustainability; the
critically important concept of the expanded Partnership;
the need for cooperation among all heritage enterprises in
the region; and the value of working in a friendly and
collegial heritage environment based on mutual respect.
Recommendation:
It is recommended that the development of a centralized
facility be undertaken to suit the needs of the current BHP
Partnership (3 organizations). The recommended size for
this Partnership is approximately 40,000 square feet. We
have prepared, in Section 7, budgets for an operation of
this size and, in addition, operating budgets for larger sized
operations assuming additional Partners are added.
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1.2 Collections Availability:
The consultants have been advised that a large number of
significant collections have been lost to the community as
a result of a lack of facilities to look after such collections.
Some of these collections may be returned to Brant
County or Brantford if proper facilities are made available.
Unfortunately, there are collections that have been lost “for
good”.
There are other collections waiting “in the wings” for the
right place. Potential donors and significant objects are
known to the Executive of the CIHC and represent the
nucleus of a major collection. The CIHC needs to make a
detailed catalogue of these potential assets as soon as
possible.
The losses of local material to the public domain will make
it much more difficult in the future to bring such artifacts
into the public view. It is far more efficient and cost effective if local historical collections are made available to
public institutions at the point where the original collector is
looking for a place to deposit his/her collection. The
curatorial promise of good conditions in the facility, public
access to the collection and the security of the facility is
frequently sufficient for the original owner to donate a
collection to a museum.
Once the collection is in the hands of a third party (usually
a dealer), it is very difficult to obtain significant collections
without the burden of a considerable financial outlay to
acquire the collection.
Recommendation:
It is recommended that the Canadian Industrial Heritage
Centre develop a detailed catalogue of materials available
for possible CIHC ownership as soon as possible and that
this inventory form the fulcrum of the decision making on
the size and role of the exhibition space needed for CIHC.
It is important to emphasize that collections should be
obtained from both Brant and Brantford to enhance the
ability of the Multi-Museum Complex (MMC) to program
the full spectrum of both County and City history.
A list of potential collections available to the BHP, including
those that have been lost as a result of inadequate display
and curatorial spaces is included in Appendix E of this
report.
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1.3 Gallery and Exhibit Concept
Interpretation of history within the museum context can be
done in a number of ways. Generally there are three
specific levels of interpretation of three dimensional
objects:
a) The object as a work of art
The object is exhibited as an individual item that
“speaks for itself”. This technique is frequently
associated with art galleries and lends itself primarily to
fine art pieces. However, the technique can be used
for museological artifacts very effectively when the
object is, by itself, very important to the community and
its history. An example of this type of object is the
model of the turn-of-the-century fire fighting equipment
on display in the permanent exhibit section on the
second floor at the BM&A. The most common
presentation treatment for this type of exhibit is to
isolate the object in a single case, hit it with a spot light,
provide minimum label information and, as noted, let
the object “speak for itself”.
b) The object in its contextual setting
Using this technique, objects of a similar type or
objects relating to similar functions are placed in one
exhibit. Examples of this include an exhibit on shoes,
umbrellas or musical instruments. Here the exhibit
technique frequently makes use of a large exhibit case
or groups like objects on a platform or similar secured
space.
c) The object in its cultural context
The BM&A uses this technique extensively with its
recreated “store front” exhibitions on the second floor.
Here the interpretive objective is to give the visitor the
overall impression of daily life in a particular setting and
relies on the visitor to explore and discover individual
artifacts. Although one of the simpler techniques, this
approach frequently obscures the truly remarkable
objects that have a unique story to tell the visitor. It
can, unfortunately, treat the collection in a manner not
unlike the way objects are used as tools to create an
ambiance in a restaurant and the truly significant parts
of the collection are lost in the “clutter” of everyday life.
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1.4

Technological Development

Reliance on “high tech” solutions for interpretation of
objects and associated story lines within exhibits must be
approached with extreme caution and a full understanding
of the various financial and operational pitfalls.
We have, over the years seen some very unfortunate
institutional commitments to high tech solutions that have
become major drains on scarce resources once the facility
is up and running.
The industry standard for support of technical services
recommends that, for every 75 to 100 electronic devices in
daily use, the institution would be wise to consider one
FTE (Full Time Equivalent) staff position to service those
devices. This position can be covered by hiring the needed
individual or by supplying the maintenance needs though a
service contract. An electronic device is defined as
anything ranging from a computer keyboard to a gallery
touch screen.
Given this need for technical support services, if there is
reliance on electronic interpretation tools, the annual
operating budget for the service of these devices must
accompany that decision. Even something as relatively
simple as an audio guided tour consisting of 15 electronic
listening devices and a re-charging cabinet will require a
minimum annual operating budget in the form of a service
contract in the range of $1,500 to $2,000.
There is no question that electronic interpretation tools
enhance the visitor’s experience to the museum but a
careful selection process must be undertaken that will not
only review the specific needs for such systems, but will
determine the best possible type and location for each
device selected. This must be done with the full
understanding that the costs are not limited to the initial
installation, but must also take into account the high cost of
production and maintenance. An option may be to Partner
with other agencies, such as educational institutions, who
may be able to assist in maintaining such systems as a
part of their training programs.
Recommendation:
It is recommended that electronic interpretation aids be
kept to a minimum and then only installed where it is
deemed absolutely essential and that installation only be
done if adequate resources have been earmarked to
maintain the devices.
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1.5

Expanded Program Plan

Once the Partnership is finalized there will be a number of
opportunities for expansion of the existing programs
delivered by the individual Partners prior to the new
arrangement.
The new facility should be designed specifically to
accommodate enhanced programming opportunities
ranging from temporary exhibitions to guest speakers.
By having the Partners all under one roof, these
programming opportunities will improve not only by their
appeal to a diverse audience brought to the program by
each Partner, but also by the opportunities presented to
the Partnership by collaboration, joint coordination and
information sharing.
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2. Site Location
2.1

Site Location Options

General Comment
An examination of the potential sites recommended by the
Brant Heritage Partners was conducted with the initial list
of potential sites being expanded with input from meetings
held during the course of the study.
Examinations of those sites which are buildings were on a
visual basis combined with interviews where possible. The
nature of this inspection must be considered preliminary
and was intended to determine the general suitability of
each as a museum site. Each site was visited and an
exterior visual inspection made save for 66 Mohawk which
had examined in greater detail at an earlier date in addition
to the current review. More detailed investigation should be
conducted prior to any definitive selection being made of
any individual site.
While issues related to code and safety may be noted in
the inspection, we are unable to guarantee or warrant any
issues related to each site based on the inspections.
Hidden defects or problems may exist which were not
apparent during the inspection.
Costs
It is noted that costs for construction at all of the sites
selected would be similar on a per square foot basis given
that the existing buildings examined would require
extensive upgrading to meet museum standards.
Conversely, empty sites would, of course, require entirely
new facilities. Of interest is that the costs for restoration of
the selected heritage properties are included within the
overall costs because the heritage buildings incorporate
massive components which can be upgraded as efficiently
as the more lightly constructed industrial structures to meet
museum requirements.
The cost of acquisition of individual properties would,
therefore, be more of an issue than the actual location of
the site.
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Former Cockshutt Plow Company Building, 66 Mohawk St.
Former Cockshutt Moulded Aircraft Company Building, 148 Mohawk St.
Brant Museum and Archives, 57 Charlotte St.
Rest Acres Site / Oak Park Site
Brantford Visitor and Tourism Centre Site, 399 Wayne Gretzky Parkway
Old Country Furniture Building, 1030 Colborne St. W. Rd.
Bell Canada Building, 92-110 Market St.
Former Canadian Tire Building, 573 Colborne St. E
Dalhousie St. or Colborne St. Location
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Site 1 –
Former Cockshutt Plow Company Building and
Time-Keeper’s Office, 66 Mohawk Street

Location
This building is the remnant of the original Cockshutt
complex. This large industrial building is located to the
southeast of the core of Brantford in an area which was a
centre of production of agricultural machinery until the
1980’s.

Site
The site forms a part of the early industrial core of
Brantford. The site is bounded to the south by the Grand
River and to the east by a “brownfields” development area
which is the site of several now-demolished components of
the former Cockshutt complex. Of note is that the
Woodland Cultural Centre is located less than 1 km to the
east at 184 Mohawk Street and is a tourist draw to this part
of Brantford. In addition, the Mohawk Chapel (built 1785) is
located further to the east at 301 Mohawk Street and is the
oldest Protestant Church in Ontario and the only Royal
Chapel outside of the UK.
Parking
The site can be accessed via Mohawk Street and,
assuming a parcel of sufficient size is acquired, there
should be ample space for parking.
General Description
The building consists of three distinct parts. The 3 storey
(plus basement) front component housed the former the
corporate offices of the original Cockshutt company and
was erected in the early 20th century. The adjacent TimeKeepers Office is a one storey addition to the east. To the
rear of the office block is a manufacturing area which was
one of the earliest factory buildings on the site. This part of
the building is constructed of heavy timber components.

Heritage Attributes
The building is listed on the Brantford Heritage Inventory
and was designated under the Ontario Heritage Act in
2002. The Cockshutt family name is synonymous with the
development of Brantford and the building is one of a
number of industrial and manufacturing buildings built by
the family.
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The innovative farm machinery produced at the factory
contributed significantly to the development of the
agricultural industry in Canada. The building was
constructed in 1903 and retains many of its original late
19th century industrial architectural features.

Suitability for Museum Use
Floor loads at the main floor level of the Time-Keeper’s
Office would be consistent with the requirements of
museum use and permit the display and storage of heavy
but not large due to its size) manufactured objects.
However, due to rot and deterioration in the remainder of
the structure, significant upgrading and repairs would be
required to meet museum standards.
The building envelope in the office section of the building
could be upgraded to allow introduction of museum quality
control standards with costs approaching that of new
construction.
The large spaces of the industrial portion of the building
would require upgrading if full museum standards were
required although the display of agricultural equipment
could be done in a less controlled space.
The location of the site would be positive in terms of
security and fire protection, particularly as the adjacent
lands are redeveloped.
The adjacency of the building to other heritage sites is a
positive attribute.
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Site 2 –
Former Cockshutt Moulded Aircraft Company
Building, 148 Mohawk Street

Location
This large industrial building is located to the southeast of
the core area of Brantford in an area which was the centre
of production of agricultural machinery until the 1980’s.

Site
The site forms a part of the early industrial core of
Brantford, and is to the east of the original Cockshutt plant.
The site is bounded to the south by the Grand River and to
the east by a residential area. To the west is the
“brownfields” redevelopment area of the original Cockshutt
works. Of note is that the Woodland Cultural Centre is
located less than 1 km to the east at 184 Mohawk Street
and is a tourist draw to this part of Brantford. In addition,
the Mohawk Chapel (built 1785) is located at 301 Mohawk
Street and is the oldest Protestant Church in Ontario and
the only Royal Chapel outside of the UK.

Parking
The site can be accessed via Mohawk Street to either side
of the building which occupies the majority of its site with
minimal parking to the east and west sides.

General Description
This 3 storey industrial building includes an office block at
the front (south end) with a large industrial shed to the
rear. The lot covers 11.19 acres. Occupancy of this
building by the museum would most likely be on a lease
basis with several other occupancies co-located in the
building.

Heritage Attributes
The building is listed on the Brantford Heritage Inventory
and was originally built for the manufacture of aircraft
bodies during the 2nd World War. The Cockshutt family
name is synonymous with the development of Brantford
and the building is one of a number of industrial and
manufacturing buildings built by the family. The building
was constructed in 1942 in the international style and
retains many of its original features.
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Suitability for Museum Use
Floor loads at the main floor level would be consistent with
the requirements of museum use and permit the display
and storage of large manufactured objects. The building
envelope in the office section of the building could be
upgraded to allow introduction of museum quality control
standards, but the co-location of other occupancies in the
same building could prove to be a problem in respect of
maintaining and/or upgrading the facility in the areas
dedicated to museum use. Likewise, the large spaces of
the industrial portion of the building would prove to be a
challenge due to the quality of the exterior walls – the
solution would, in effect, be to construct a new inner
“building” inside the main enclosure to accept a museum
function.
As the museum is a Class A (assembly) occupancy, its colocation with other tenants could prove difficult to
implement, particularly where such tenants are industrial or
storage-related in nature. In addition, because of the colocation, security for the museum could be compromised
with implications for its viability as a participant in travelling
exhibitions and displays from other museums.
While the building is located in an historic manufacturing
area, the main structure is undistinguished and of limited
attraction to visitors.
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Site 3 –
Brant Museum and Archives, 57 Charlotte Street
Location
The existing Brant Museum and Archives is located at 57
Charlotte Street in Brantford a few blocks from what was
the commercial core and what remains as the
administrative heart of Brantford. The neighbourhood is a
mixed development of late 19th century residential and
20th century multiple dwelling units.

Site
The museum has free parking on the site and there is
limited free 2 hour parking on the street.

General Description
The building consists of a 2 storey Italianate dwelling with
a 1964 addition to the north side of what is now the central
bay. The lot covers approximately 0.40 acres.

Heritage Attributes
The building is listed on the Brantford Heritage Inventory.
It was constructed in 1870 by Frederick Brendon, a local
druggist. Subsequently, it was sold to Rev. William
Cochrane, a minister of Zion Presbyterian Church, who
lived there from 1883 until his death in 1898.
The Brant Historical Society purchased the property in
1951 and, in 1952, merged with the existing local museum
thus forming the Brant Historical Society Museum and
Archives. In 1966, the property was deeded to the County
of Brant by the Historical Society. The County of Brant
maintains the building.
The Brant Museum and Archives website states that:
“Since the original date of purchase, the museum
building has undergone many physical changes.
Shortly after the 1952 amalgamation, the Royal Ontario
Museum donated an Iroquoian False Face Mask that
hung on the front of the Museum until August of 1996
when it was given to the Pine Tree Native Centre. In
1964 a two-story addition was erected, and later in
1967, as part of Canada’s Centennial, another twostory addition was added to accommodate growing
collections. Storage space continues to be one of the
Museum’s most pressing concerns, and further
expansion and renovations are sure to be a part of the
Museum’s future.”
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The original house includes visible heritage components,
particularly at the interior where window surrounds, a stair
banister, front door and trim and wood floors are all clearly
visible. The exterior retains its original profile and trim,
save for the addition to the north, and retains its original
buff brick exterior, trim and window configurations.
Restoration to the original appearance is possible based
on the evidence available and could be recommended
should the site continue its existence as a heritage house
museum.

Condition
Full renovations of the building to meet current building
codes would require compliance with assembly Class A-2
occupancy. Buildings in this category may be 2 storeys of
combustible construction and of a maximum 10,000
square feet un-sprinklered with access from at least two
streets.

Suitability for Museum Use
Use of any building for a museum is possible depending
on its ability to meet the criteria demanded as a result of
that use. A part of the criteria for this site includes the
economic advantages to the community in using the site
for promotion of the community to a large number of
visitors. This includes the opportunity to showcase both
large and small collections of all sizes and to convene
major events on site to enhance the site’s profile. On these
counts alone, the existing building is not a suitable site.
Because of the extensive amount of wood and plaster
walls in the original building, the house provides a good
buffer for swings in temperature and humidity. However,
the nature of the exterior wall construction precludes its
being humidified to museum quality standards. This would
tend to restrict its use for the collection and care of artifacts
of an environmentally sensitive nature and would prevent
its use as a major exhibition centre. Upgrading the house
to suit such an enhanced use could cause significant
damage to original historic finishes, which should be
restored, rather than buried under layers of new work. In
addition, the small rooms and access to the rooms
combined with the limited floor loading permissible due to
the construction of the building mitigate its potential for
collection and the proper curatorial care of artifacts that
might relate to the industrial development of Brant County
and surroundings. While a partial solution to this was an
addition to the side of the house, the addition is too small
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to undertake programming of a scale consistent with a
major museum operation.
The building does have some potential as a restored
heritage house museum and as such could showcase the
family life and society of Brantford during the peak period
of its prosperity.
The existing museum is an acceptable location for an
interpretive house museum for a small municipality or as a
specialty historic site. Full restoration of the original
portion of the building is possible and the site could
become a showcase for period habitation. However, its
size, its site and its potential for upgrading are not
consistent with a location suitable for a major museum.
Costs associated with upgrading would not improve its
ability to showcase larger artifacts and attract new
collections.
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Site 4 –
Rest Acres Site / Oak Park Site
Location
These two sites are in the County at the junction of Rest
Acres Road and Highway 403 and at the junction of Oak
Park and Highway 403

Site
The sites are for sale for development purposes and may
be available for a variety of purposes including uses such
as a museum.
There is sufficient area on either site to accommodate
parking and site programming activities depending on the
amount of land acquired. The strategy for parking would be
to provide the minimum paved parking required for normal
use with grassed areas for overflow parking during major
events.
The sites are adjacent to interchanges on Hwy. 403 which
is a primary travel route between Toronto/Hamilton and
London-Sarnia-Detroit to the southwest. Public
transportation is currently not available to these sites.

General Description
The sites are underdeveloped. The available acreage at
Oak Park appears to be located on the remains of former
gravel quarries.
Heritage Attributes
Neither site has apparent heritage attributes.
Suitability for Museum Use
Any development on this site would require a new
structure.
The relative remote location of these sites could pose a
problem of access for some volunteers. As well, security
could be a problem due to its location away from populated
zones. In future, assuming both sites develop with
highway commercial or industrial uses, it is probable that
the initial “profile” or visibility of a 35,000 to 40,000 square
foot facility would be lost in the visual “clutter”.
Politically, having the building in a rural part of Brant
County may allow the museum to appear to be more of a
County operation than one which enhances the City of
Brantford.
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Site 5 –
Brantford Visitor and Tourism Centre Site, 399 Wayne
Gretzky Parkway
Location
This site is located at the junction of Wayne Gretzky
Parkway and Highway 403.

Site
The proposed location would be adjacent to or co-located
with the existing City of Brantford Visitor and Tourism
Centre Site
There is sufficient area to the east of the existing building
which would have to be acquired. Depending on an
arrangement with the City of Brantford, there would be
sufficient area for parking and site programming activities
depending on the amount of land acquired.
The site is adjacent to the interchange on Hwy. 403 which
is a primary travel route between Toronto/Hamilton and
London-Sarnia-Detroit to the southwest. Public
transportation is available.

General Description
The site includes an existing display gallery and support
facilities.
Heritage Attributes
The site has no apparent heritage attributes.
Suitability for Museum Use
Any additional development on this site would require a
new structure.
Co-location with the Visitor Centre would enhance security
and provide a strong and available tourist market. The site
has a high profile from the highway.
Politically, having the building outside the core of Brantford
and associated with the City Visitor Centre may be positive
in the long term.
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Site 6 Old Country Furniture Building
Location
This site is located at 1030 Colborne St. W. (Highway 53)
across the highway from the Brantford airport.
Site
The site is the location of a former furniture store and is for
sale for development purposes.
There is sufficient area on the site to accommodate
parking and site programming activities depending on the
amount of land acquired. The strategy for parking would be
to provide the minimum paved parking required for normal
use with grassed areas for overflow parking during major
events. Some areas of the site are currently paved, but
the condition of the pavement is poor.
The site is located on a secondary highway. Public
transportation is not available to the site.
.
General Description
The space is a commercial space originally used as a
furniture retail unit. Several extensions to the building
could provide adequate area although overall organization
of the interior spaces could be a challenge.
Heritage Attributes
The site is of limited heritage value being representative of
a mid-20th century commercial enterprise. The building
has minimal architectural value.
Suitability for Museum Use
Remoteness from a volunteer base may be a problem at
this location. As well, security could be a problem due to
its location away from populated zones.
Space would be sufficient for the display of large artifacts,
although limits to overall headroom would not permit
advantageous display of large agricultural equipment.
Significant upgrading to the building envelope would be
required to allow the site to provide museum-quality
environmental conditions and display areas for the
collections – renovation costs could approach the cost of
new construction.
Politically, having the building in a rural part of Brant
County may allow the museum to appear to be more of a
County operation than one which enhances the City of
Brantford.
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Site 7 –
Bell Telephone Building
Location
The building is located in the core of Brantford at 92 -100
Market Street.
Site
The site includes approximately 0.78 acres of land and has
limited open space.
General Description
The stone veneer, 2 storey building contains offices and
telephone switching equipment. It is partly empty.
Heritage Attributes
The building is listed on the Brantford Heritage Inventory
and is a designated historic structure. It is also located
within a Heritage Conservation District. The building was
designed by Marani and Morris in 1949 for the Bell
Telephone Company as a switching station. The modern
neo-classical building includes a portico and Alexander
Graham Bell statue in the a style reminiscent of the Lincoln
memorial in Washington.
Suitability for Museum Use
The downtown location is advantageous for tourism traffic
and can take advantage of local parks and redevelopment
of the core area. Public transportation is available. The
building has identifiable heritage attributes.
Given its use as a switching station, it is probable that any
use as a museum would be on a lease basis. Parking
would be a challenge. Major events would have to take
advantage of the public park rather than space on the site.
Security could be a problem due to co-location with other
uses.
The limited size of the building would not lend itself to a
museum site of the size envisioned in this study.
Significant upgrading to the building envelope would be
required to allow the site to provide museum-quality
environmental conditions and display areas for the
collections – renovation costs could approach the cost of
new construction.
Politically, having the building in the core of Brantford
might cause the museum to appear to be more of a City
facility than one which enhances the County of Brant.
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Site 8 Former Canadian Tire Building
Location
573 Colborne Street East
Site
The site is to the east of the commercial core of Brantford
near the intersection with the Wayne Gretzky Parkway.
There is more than adequate parking although landscaping
would be required to improve the overall ambience of the
site.
General Description
The space is a one storey commercial space originally
used as a large scale retail unit. It has large interior clear
spans and is of sufficient area to meet the space
requirements identified in this study.
Heritage Attributes
There are no identifiable heritage attributes at this site.
Suitability for Museum Use
Public transport is available and the site is near to a major
access point to the core of the city. Parking and site
programming space should not be an issue depending on
the amount of land acquired.
Significant upgrading of the building would be required to
allow it to provide museum-quality environment for the
display or storage of artifacts – it is probable that an
interior shell would be required for some of the interior area
to provide a suitable environment although large
agricultural equipment could be displayed in a lesscontrolled environment. Overall costs could approach that
of new construction.
Given that adjacent commercial uses would likely be
present, the profile of the site could be diminished and
security of the collections could be compromised.
The overall ambience of the site is not conducive to a
heritage atmosphere.
Politically, having the building in Brantford might cause the
museum to appear to be more of a City facility than one
which enhances the County of Brant.
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Site 9 Dalhousie St. or Colborne St.
Location
Many vacant commercial buildings are located on these
main arteries in the core of Brantford. Some of these may
be available and could potentially be assembled for
museum purposes.

Site
Downtown Brantford.
General Description
This derelict core area consists of small commercial
buildings of one, two and three storeys dating from the late
19th century to the mid-20th. The buildings are in various
states of condition.
Heritage Attributes
The sites contain significant heritage attributes.
Suitability for Museum Use
The location in a heritage core area would be a strong
advantage in terms of the ambience for a museum use.
Parking in the large municipal garage to the south is
ample. Public transport is available.
The small size of many of the buildings would require
assembly of several properties and salvage of only their
facades – with an essentially new museum constructed
behind the restored facades. Precedents include Grafton
Street in Halifax and, currently under construction, Rideau
Street in Ottawa. Opportunities for using the steep slope to
the south of Colborne Street could result in an impressive
architectural feature as could use of the vacant site
opposite the Armouries building to the west end of the
street. Introduction of the museum into this area could
offer help to the core area in a manner similar to the new
campus of Wilfrid Laurier University. All work would be
complex and be at the high end of construction costs for
new museums – support of senior levels of government
beyond that normally available through existing funding
programs and initiatives would be required to make this
option viable.
Politically, having the building in the core of Brantford
might cause the museum to appear to be more of a City
facility than one that enhances the County of Brant.
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Site 10 An alternate site elsewhere in Brant County
Other locations in Brant County may be considered for a
relocated Museum. However, the primary issue to be
answered is whether any site out of Brantford would be
capable of an attraction powerful enough to act as a major
tourist draw, and act as a “gateway” to the County. Criteria
for such a site would include availability, historical features,
association with other tourism-related features, and ability
to act as an attraction to showcase Brant County to a
potentially large number of visitors. Such a policy was
adopted for Lambton County several decades ago in the
location of the Lambton County Museum across the road
from Pinery Provincial Park (one of the most visited
Provincial Parks in Ontario) and near the tourism area of
Grand Bend. The Southampton Museum, likewise, is
located in Southampton at a considerable distance from
the County seat in Walkerton. However, the museum in
Goderich is only a few blocks from the County
Administration Building and one block from a major northsouth tourist route (Highway 21).
If criteria for selection include centrality in Brant County, as
well as proximity to existing county facilities, these features
are manifestly a part of the sites examined in and around
Brantford. However, Brantford is also ideally situated to
take advantage of the two-direction flow of tourists from
Detroit through to Toronto on Highway 403.
Recommendation:
Brantford and area is therefore recommended as the area
which should first be considered for an alternative site if
other options examined prove unworkable. Inclusion of
other portions of the County should then be done by way
of providing support to associated or satellite sites around
the County in the same manner as the Huron County and
the Lambton County Museums have done over the past 25
years.
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2.2 Site Selection Criteria

Based on the findings of the museum analysis, we have
established a matrix for the evaluation of the proposed
properties. The matrix follows parameters which are
deemed desirable in a central museum facility located in
an existing building. This matrix should be considered as a
preliminary means of reducing the site search to a
maximum of 3 locations.
The sites are judged on their ability to meet the following
criteria:

Brant Heritage Partners

•

Available for use by the facility either as a rental
property or, preferably, by freehold. A rental property
is scored 1; a purchased freehold is scored as 2; and a
donated property is 3. Where the site is available for
purchase, the purchase price of each site is one factor
in the development cost for the site but cannot be
assessed at this time.

•

Within the geographic centre and urban hub of Brant
County in terms of population, industry, commerce and
concentration of educational, recreational and cultural
attractions. 1 if remote from this area, 2 if close.

•

Near to tourist activities or routes – range from 1 to 3.

•

High visibility and profile in the community. Range from
1 to 3.

•

Evokes the heritage of Brant County and/or Brantford
and capitalizes on historical context and associations.
Range 1 to 5

•

Provides sufficient indoor and outdoor space to house
and display collections, to deliver enhanced programs
and services and provide community gathering spaces.
Range 1 to 3

•

Have room for future expansion if required. Range 1 to
2

•

Have ample parking for cars and buses, leading to
increased tour traffic. Range 1 to 2

•

Overall suitability for museum purposes and cost
effectiveness of site development. Range 1 to 3
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Sites by number
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Availability
Near Brantford core
Near tourist activities/routes
High visibility
Evokes heritage
Sufficient space
Room for expansion
Ample parking
Overall suitability

2
2
3
2
5
3
2
2
2

1
2
3
2
2
2
2
1
1

3
2
2
1
3
1
1
2
1

2
1
3
2
1
3
2
2
1

2
1
3
3
1
3
2
2
2

2
1
1
1
1
3
2
2
1

1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

2
1
2
2
1
3
1
2
1

2
2
2
3
5
1
2
2
2

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

SCORE

23

16

16

17

19

14

13

15

21

Based on the scores obtained, the original Cockshutt plant
appears to be the best candidate for a museum site.
Recommendation:
It is recommended that a more detailed examination of the
building and a full workup of costs and preliminary plans
be conducted once the structure of the MMC is finalized
and the Partnership is ready to advance the
implementation of the project.
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3. Space Plan
3.1

Design Criteria

Museum standards are recommended by several agencies
including the Ontario Ministry of Culture and the Canadian
Conservation Institute (CCI). Recently, museum standards
as published by ASHRAE (American Society of Heating
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers) manual have
adopted more flexible rules for the introduction of climate
control systems in museums housed in historic buildings.
This stems from research done in the U.S. (Smithsonian)
and Ottawa (Canadian Conservation Institute) and as the
result of findings of conferences sponsored by the
Association of Preservation Technology in the early to mid
1990’s.

3.2

Restoration and Adaptation Philosophy

Restoration philosophy should not be confused with
restoration approach. Restoration philosophy is governed
by several international charters, such as the Venice
Charter, which defines our approach to the conservation of
heritage monuments.
The restoration approach to be taken with the final site
chosen is more flexible and can define the elements which
are most important to the preservation of the heritage
character and features of the subject building assuming
that the selected site is a heritage building rather than a
non-heritage building or vacant site.
The final approach should be done in a manner which
ensures preservation of heritage character-defining
features as well as a providing a strategy for incorporating
modern features and facilities, which augment rather than
detract from the original building fabric. Examples of this
approach can be seen in some recent projects such as the
National Ballet School, the Portrait Gallery of Canada, the
North Toronto Station (LCBO facility on Yonge, just south
of St. Clair in Toronto), and the Bruce County Museum.
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3.3 Design Concept
We provide a general overview of recommended spaces
for a shared museum concept. A more detailed description
of the functions and size of the areas is included in a later
section of this report.

Shared Reception and Orientation Area
This space will accommodate the principal lobby and
reception counter. It will include the orientation gallery
which will familiarize the visitor with the mandates of all
Partners as well as give directions to off-site facilities that
are part of the partnership. For example, should the Bell
Homestead become a Partner, a small exhibit featuring
some of the key elements of that site would be highlighted
here. In addition, direction will be provided to exhibits
within the buildings. These spaces are seen as permanent
exhibits with relatively few changes except in areas of
events notification. The Reception/Orientation area will
also be the location for any “donor recognition” systems
that may be developed as the result of capital and
endowment campaigns that may be undertaken.

Shared Audio-Visual and Meeting Space
A small theatre (85 to 125 seats) used for the general
introduction of the facility, the community and its heritage.
This space should be versatile and flexible. The space will
be primarily designed as an audio-visual centre; it should
be able to function as a lecture hall and venue for film
showings. It is not seen as a full-blown performing arts
centre although it may be provided with facilities to
accommodate musical performers.

Shared Temporary Exhibition Gallery
This gallery will be available to all Partners on a rotational
basis and will provide a venue for special events such as
receptions and traveling exhibitions. The space is seen as
occupying some 1,200 to 1,500 square feet.
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Shared Curatorial Space
By far the largest single space allocation will be for
curatorial functions, such as collections storage for all
Partners. Those Partners who operate off-site facilities
would have their primary support spaces at the centre
including reserve collection storage. Cataloguing facilities
will be operated in a joint manner as will such functions as
exhibition label production and photography. This space
will also accommodate the archival collection of all current
Partners in a single facility. It is anticipated that this will
result in savings by economy-of-scale and permit a single
staff (paid or unpaid) to administer this centralized archival
collection.
There may be some issues that will have to be resolved in
order to keep ownership issues satisfactory to all partners.
It is important however, to maintain the focus on economyof-scale, safety of collections and customer service
whether those “customers” be staff or members of the
general public.
The collection storage spaces can be provided within a
single framework respecting the areas of individual
institutional ownership of specific items. A collections
management system that provides for this differentiation
will need to be developed. A large storage space can also
be subdivided using barriers that will permit for the even
flow of air movement and yet provide the needed individual
institutional security that may be required to maintain
single institutional accountability.
This area will also include staff entrance, shipping and
receiving, object isolation areas, conservation workrooms,
exhibition work shop, building maintenance shop, crate
storage area and a waste disposal room.

Partner Galleries
Each Partner will be assigned gallery space that is
particular to and suited to the mandate of the Partner.
These spaces will reflect the collections’ needs and will be
under the control of the specific Partner but will need to
adhere to a jointly agreed-to set of design specifications.
One of the key challenges in this concept is to ensure that
a common “feel” is maintained as the visitor moves from
one Partner gallery to the next.
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Designs Specifications will need to address such issues
as:
Labelling systems:

Size, shape and text fonts for
object labels, contextual
panels and general theme
labels.

Colours:

Complementary colour charts
including labels, case
backgrounds and walls

Exhibition furniture:

Mounts, cases and platforms.

Lighting:

Fixture type, illumination
levels, fixture locations

Floor Covering:

Textures and colours as well
as material choices

Schematic Layout of the Multiple Museum Complex and Support Building

Partner
off-si te
Locati on

Partner
off-si te
Locati on

Partner
off-si te
Locati on

Curatori al support for off-si te Locati ons

Shared
Curatorial Space
(Col l ecti ons Storage, Curatori al Offi ces, Research Areas)

Partner
Gal l eri es

Shared
Audi o-Vi sual
and
Meeti ng Space

Shared
Temporary
Exhi bi ti on
Gal l ery

Partner
Gal l eri es

Partner
Gal l eri es
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Partner
Gal l eri es

Partner
Gal l eri es
Shared
Recepti on and Ori entati on
Area

Partner
Gal l eri es
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3.4 Detailed Space Use
The proposed development of an appropriate building
program for the Brant Heritage Partners flows from the
results of the analysis contained herein. However, the
proposed building program for a new or existing site must
be considered conjectural and based on what would be
deemed to be a reasonable facility to suit the needs of
Brant Heritage Partners and the community at large.
Factors which may have an impact on the scope of the
project include the wide range of potential interpretive
themes; the potential for major corporate support and
individual support in the form of both financial and material
donations; and the potential for support (or lack of support)
from the City of Brantford and the County of Brant
depending on where the site is located.
Space and facilities required to store and preserve a
collection, accommodate public activities and house all
museum functions including visitor services are based on
the findings of the report. By contrasting the facility
requirements projected in the Program Plan with the
available or potential facilities, we have generated a
Facilities Program. The facilities program outlines
acceptable standards and special requirements for each
function.
The program as presented below is used as the basis for
schematic designs for a new facility. Given the variety of
options available for sites, we have not provided a
graphical representation of each potential layout. It is our
opinion that all options recommended can meet the criteria
presented below.

Size
For a museum of average size for a county of the size of
Brant, we have recommended a suitable floor area1. As a
reference, we have examined other facilities such as, for
example, Huron County Museum which is 43,000 square
feet and the renovated Bruce County Museum which is
approximately 40,000. We note that the populations of each
of these counties is in the order of from 50,000 to 60,000
which is smaller than the County of Brant when the City of
Brantford is included. Other comparable sites include the
Simcoe County Museum, Lambton County Museum and
1

Note that in all instances where areas are provided, they are total or gross areas and include space occupied by walls
and service areas.
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the [originally] Oxford County Museum (the latter of
which, at approximately 10,000 square feet, is smaller than
average although the site is now the Woodstock
[municipal] Museum
Recommendation:
It is recommended that a minimum floor area of
approximately 3,500 to 4,000 sq. meters (35,000 to 40,000
sq. feet) is reasonable based on other comparable county
museums, the potential availability of collections, and the
population and history of Brant County.
Although this is smaller than some other county museums,
the suggested size pre-supposes the future development
of additional satellite museums in the County or the
potential association with existing museums. This model is
similar to the Huron County Museum, which operates
several satellite sites and Lambton County Museum (which
includes the main museum in Grand Bend and the Oil
Museum of Canada in Oil Springs).

The existing Museum facility cannot be expanded to the
recommended size given the constraints of its site and
buildings.
It is noted that County Archives (which include municipal
records) form a portion of the Huron County and Bruce
County Museums and the Archives building is adjacent to
the main building at the Simcoe County Museum. It is
assumed that a component of this proposed facility would
also be for an archives function.

The floor area related to the proposed size can be broken
down into a series of uses, the size of which are based on
a percentage of the overall floor area as follows:

Exhibits
The size and type of exhibit space is normally determined
from the range of artifacts in the collection and how a
museum is operated. For instance, if the artifacts are of
small scale and can be displayed in cases, the scale of a
gallery may be markedly different than a site dedicated to
the display of agricultural or transportation equipment.
Beyond the permanent display of artifacts held in the
collection is the issue of the promotion of temporary
exhibitions and the receipt of travelling exhibits from other
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sites. Of the total area of the building, exhibits will require
approximately 30% or from 9,000 to 10,500 sq. ft. If
temporary or travelling exhibits are deemed to be essential
to the success of the site, this total area must include a
percentage for such a use. For the Brant Heritage
Partners, because of a relatively low number of artifacts
held in the reserve collection, it can be assumed that at the
outset the emphasis will be on travelling rather than
temporary exhibits. Of the 30% we assume that 20%
would be permanent exhibits and the remaining area
devoted to space for travelling or temporary exhibits.

Storage
It appears that the quantity and size of potential collections
available for this site is high. The standards which apply to
museums in Ontario require a 30% portion of any new
museum to be set aside for the storage of a reserve
collection. Given our review of potential collections, it
appears that at the outset this space would be largely
unused but would rapidly be occupied with donations.
Given the history of Brantford in its development of
machinery, storage of large artifacts may require an even
higher percentage of space. However, storage of
agricultural machinery, for an example, can be
accommodated in separate buildings provided sufficient
space is available on site.
Archives
As a preliminary size, it is proposed that the archives
function be approximately 10% of the total project. This
would include a curatorial and research area plus an area
for compact storage of archival records. Meeting rooms of
various sizes would be contained in common spaces. The
“Gallery” for the archives of respective Partners may be the
Research room rather than a gallery in the traditional
museum sense.
The viability of the MMC would be enhanced if a mutually
satisfactory agreement could be arranged whereby some
aspect of the municipal archive function could be managed
and provided by MMC for the City and/or County as with
other jurisdictions such as Huron County and Bruce
County Museums.
Theatre
In most museum and interpretive sites, it is desirable to
have a space, which can be used as a theatre for film or
lecture presentations and which can double as classroom
space. The size of such a space will vary according to the
type and size of audiences expected. As the actual
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mixture of future programming initiatives can be
considered to be open-ended, we have taken the position
that initially such a space should hold approximately the
equivalent of two classrooms (120 persons). This is slightly
more than a school bus load and represents an area of
approximately 1,500 sq. ft.

Curatorial Spaces
Curatorial spaces include offices for staff; clean workrooms
for curation of artifacts; dirty workrooms for receiving and
cleaning objects (to avoid contamination of the main
collections) and a carpentry shop (for exhibit preparation).
In small community museums, the size of these functions
may not be large in relation to their importance for the
operation of the site. An assumption can be made that
these will require approximately 15% of the total floor area.
Other spaces
These include janitorial rooms and mechanical/electrical
spaces. In general, such spaces usually require
approximately 5% of the total floor area of a given site
assuming that the key mechanical equipment is roof-top
mounted. The required area may increase if all such
functions are contained within the bulk of the main
building. An alternative is to have sufficient space on site
to accommodate a service compound.
Environmental Requirements
Many classes of sensitive artifacts, such as veneered
wood furniture, native artifacts, collections of inlay and
bone and others, respond rapidly to changes of
temperature and, especially, humidity. Rapid humidity
changes, in particular, cause deterioration of important
collections and it is generally the policy of museums to
ensure that environmental controls are put in place to
avoid such damage.
The conversion of historic buildings to museum use has
prompted considerable debate over the past two decades
due to the dangers of installation of high humidity levels in
historic buildings in northern climates. High humidity can
cause damaging condensation in historic buildings posing
a conflict between the needs of collections and artifacts
and the buildings housing them. A site should be able to
maintain a daily average of 55% relative humidity in
summer and no less than 35% humidity in winter (plus or
minus 2% in a 24 hour period). Likewise, temperature
should be maintained with a 1 degree plus or minus level
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within a 24-hour period and is generally considered
acceptable at approximately 20 degrees C.
Any existing building selected for the purpose of the
Museum should be capable of modifications to suit these
needs, or the artifacts should be placed into appropriate
cases to protect them from environmental changes.
Typically, the modification of existing buildings for the use
of museums can cost as much per square foot as the
construction of a new purpose-built museum due to the
extensive renovations to the “envelope” or skin of the
buildings and the requirement to install sophisticated
mechanical equipment into existing spaces. While
industrial buildings may seem to have an advantage given
the simple nature of their exterior envelopes and open
interior spaces, their thin exterior envelopes are almost
impossible to renovate to suit museum needs without
extensive re-working.
From this standpoint, the existing Museum is not capable
of meeting full museum standards. Retrofitting would be
both extremely disruptive to the heritage fabric of the
building and, due to the small spaces, uneconomical.
However, strategies for the operation of historic buildings
as museums have been adopted at many sites and – for
the preservation and display of the main collection –
strategies could be adopted to mitigate damage caused by
poor internal climate regardless of whether the museum
moved to an alternative heritage building. Renovations to
suit requirements are more easily accommodated in large
historic public buildings, rather than smaller ones, due to
the easier access to floor and wall systems. Development
of a purpose-built museum would, of course, remove these
concerns.
Access to the Site
The site should be on or near major traffic routes or on an
artery to ensure ease of access to both local citizens and
tourists, in a tourist area, or of distinct architectural or
historic character thus generating its own level of
attraction. However, to act as an appropriate attraction,
the building must present an image to the street
immediately visible to passers-by. It is noted that the
existing museum is in an “out of the way” location at a site
removed from the main core area of Brantford and at a
considerable distance from major travel routes.
Parking for a new museum would be governed by local
zoning and planning requirements. Typically, negotiation
is required with municipal officials in respect to the number
of spaces required – spaces should be based on the net
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area available after exhibit installation (except for
temporary galleries) rather than the total area of the
building. Parking should be located in a manner that is
easily accessed from the streets but in a location that is not
detrimental to the ambience of the completed site.
The building must meet accessibility requirements for the
physically challenged in order to be in accordance with
prevailing building codes. Receipt of grants in support of a
new project will be contingent on these requirements being
met. Costs to renovate the existing museum site would be
high and there would remain, even after installation of
accessibility equipment, portions of the building that would
be inaccessible. As well, the installation of accessibility
equipment could seriously compromise the heritage fabric
of the building.
Codes and Standards
As an assembly occupancy, the site will have to be
capable of meeting legislated requirements regarding
health and safety issues. These include fire exits
(including width, number and access); flame spread (rate
of flame propagation) of finishes; number of washrooms;
exit lighting; floor loading requirements; and a panoply of
other requirements. Assembly occupancies require among
the highest standards for these systems and these
standards increase with the numbers using the building
based on its size.
The existing museum appears to meet the intent of these
codes with some minor infractions. Some upgrading would
be required such as improvement to fire separations at the
ceiling of the basement.
Alarms
Alarm systems include issues of both fire and security
systems installation. While relatively easy and inexpensive
to install, security systems are rendered more effective
when installed in buildings which have natural supervisory
capability. Thus buildings with many windows in isolated
areas may be more prone to security breaches than those
in urban sites with occupied buildings nearby.
Response to alarms is also an issue. Rural areas require
a longer travel distance for fire and police than urban
areas. These issues may have an impact on the capability
of the site to attract major events in the form of traveling
shows from major museums. Location of the museum in a
rural area away from fire and police services may reduce
the desirability in terms of willingness of other sites to loan
collections for exhibitions.
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3.5

Phasing Recommendations

Phasing of the restoration and construction should be
recommended in a logical sequence to ensure that the site
is both protected by early and timely interventions which
may need immediate care and developed in a manner
which fits the needs of a growing combination of
collections and programming.
Phasing will vary according to the nature of the site. If an
existing building is selected, one option may be to
progressively renovate as space needs and development
dictate. A new building on an empty site may require one
large single phase at the outset with consideration given to
options for future expansion.
The ultimate scope of phases should be developed once
the pre-planning for the site commences when the initial
and future number of Partners and their needs can be
defined.

3.6

Construction Costs

We have analyzed and provided a preliminary projection of
capital costs for a 40,000 square foot facility (operating
budgets for project options of 20,000, 30,000 and 40,000
square feet are included later in this report). The costs
include the following:
•

Site Development

•

Building Construction

•

Furnishing and Equipment

•

Exhibition Preparation and Display

•

Professional Fees

•

Contingencies

The costs presented should be considered a Class “E”accuracy of +/- 30% due to the conjectural nature of some
of the decisions at this stage.
Costs are based on current market conditions based on
three current museum projects under way by the
consulting team (plus extrapolations from costs at several
other sites) and are subject to arbitrary changes in scope
of work or quality of execution. They are presented solely
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as a starting point for more detailed investigations of cost
as the full scope of the work becomes known.
Costs for three options are presented on the following
pages and include:
•
•
•

a new purpose-built museum,
the renovation of an existing historic building, and
the installation of a museum into a base building
which would be leased to the MMC.

Cost Assuming New Construction
Item

Estimated Unit
Cost

Site Development including paving and
landscaping
New Construction (approximately 40,000 sq. ft.)
Furnishing and equipment
Exhibit preparation and display (10,000 sq. ft.)
Subtotal

Estimate

Professional fees
Contingencies
Total Project

Brant Heritage Partners

Approx $300/sq.ft.
Estimate
$200/ sq. ft.

Budget Total

$

200,000

12,000,000
200,000
2,000,000
$14,400,000.0
0
1,152,000
1,440,000
$ 16,992,000
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Cost Assuming Installation in an Existing Building - Full Renovation
Item

Estimated Cost

Site Development including paving improvements
and changes associated with development of a
building addition
Renovations (approximately 40,000 sq. ft.)
Furnishing and equipment
Exhibit preparation and display (10,000 sq. ft.)
Subtotal

Estimate

Approx $250/sq.ft.
Estimate
$200/ sq. ft.

Total
$

200,000

10,000,000
200,000
2,000,000
$12,400,000.0
0

Professional fees
Contingencies

992,000
1,240,000

Total Project

$ 14,632,000

Note that the above do not include purchase price of the property.

Cost Assuming use of an Existing Building - Base Building by Others
Item

Estimated Cost

Site Development including paving improvements
and changes associated with development of a
building addition
Renovations (approximately 40,000 sq. ft.)
Furnishing and equipment
Exhibit preparation and display (10,000 sq. ft.)
Subtotal

Estimate

Professional fees
Contingencies
Total Project

Approx $ 150/sq.ft.
Estimate
$200/ sq. m.

Total
$

100,000

6,000,000
200,000
2,000,000
$8,300,000.00
664,000
830,000
$ 9,794,000

Based on the cost breakdown, a low capital cost solution
may be to locate a site for which the base building is
provided by others. The base building would have to meet
the criteria needed to suit museum use. A long-term lease
may be negotiated with building owners with the lease
allowing the property owners the ability to use the Museum
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as an “anchor tenant” and to finance the renovations and
on-going maintenance. Complementary uses, such as a
restaurant or shops or cultural offices in the building may
take advantage of the stimulus offered by the Museum and
vice versa.
To the above numbers must be added the cost of
acquisition of a property if it is not available from the public
domain. Initial information suggests that, for instance, one
property examined might have been available for a figure
of approximately $3,500,000. Assuming this figure, the
total project values for properties intended to be owned by
the partnership would have to be incremented to provide a
total project projection.
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4. Implementation Plan
4.1 Rationale for Support
We have reviewed all documents provided to us and used
these to assess previous recommendations and assess
the viability of these not only in order to establish a pattern
of growth in the area of decision making by the governing
authorities but more specifically to establish the history and
assess the mood of the community as it relates to changes
in the cultural landscape of the area. This understanding
has generated the questions used to collect more focused
data with which to make recommendations.
We are firm believers that forward motion is a building
process and that decisions made in the past should be, if
possible, supported and used as the foundation for the
future. By understanding the decisions made previously we
can reduce, if not eliminate, the pain of repeating past
work.
A museum complex that would provide professional space
for all Partners is viewed as vital if the vision of the
heritage organizations in the County of Brant and the City
of Brantford are to reach their potential. Currently, the
heritage community in Brant is poorly served, not only in
physical facilities, but also in areas of curatorial care of
collections.
The history of the region is one of the most important in
Ontario and technological and industrial developments that
originated from this part of Ontario have had a significant
impact on the way we live today both at home and abroad.
This story ranges from the development of the telephone
to the industrialization of agricultural practices in North
America.
Currently, this interpretive potential, whether it is viewed as
a quality of life issue for local residents or a major tourist
draw that will provide stability to the service sector
economy in Brant / Brantford, is being poorly served. The
potential is there and efforts being made are admirable
given the limited resources currently available to the local
heritage community. However, none of the sites in this
region are truly market-ready.
The model presented here is expandable to permit the
inclusion of a wide variety of museum concerns including
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those that have mandates relating to specific historic sites
located throughout the city of Brantford and the County of
Brant.
The Province of Ontario is unique among the provinces in
that it does not have a provincial museum to provide
leadership and technical expertise that can be shared
among its smaller museums. There is no provincial facility
in Ontario whose principal mandate is the interpretation,
conservation and preservation of the material culture of
this province. The telling of the history of Ontario and,
especially, the post-European contact period rests almost
exclusively with Ontario’s community museums.
With this in mind, the need to provide solid curatorial
support facilities to the County of Brant and the City of
Brantford becomes critical - especially when held against
the unique heritage of the region and the importance this
heritage has to the rest of Canada. Such a burden cannot
be left only to volunteer agencies. A solid professional
museum and heritage complex with the central mandate of
the preservation, collection and public interpretation and
exhibit of this unique region is essential. Local
government is best situated to assume the central
leadership role in this obligation.
A community museum complex for the County of
Brant/City of Brantford will not only ensure the continued
safety of existing collections, but would see these
collections grow in significance and importance. Museums
MUST NOT be seen as stand-alone facilities, but viewed
as part of the quality of life components that are so vital for
a dynamic community wishing to provide its residents and
visitors alike with a “value added” experience within the
municipal boundaries. Such facilities attract educated
populations and sophisticated industries and are a part of
the marketing of a community for its future prosperity.

4.2 Assessment of Community Support
We have conducted numerous interviews with various
members of the heritage community and the various stakeholders in the area of Brantford and the County of Brant.
The individuals that have been talked to have fallen into
one of three groups:
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•

Individuals with a strong interest in the Partnership;

•

Local government officials, both elected and appointed;
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•

Members of the “infrastructure” groups such as
individuals in the hospitality industry, tourism and
cultural organizations.

The consulting team has also conducted a public meeting
for general input from the community and have conducted
two surveys, one for stake-holders within the heritage
community and one for the general public. Detailed
analysis of the two surveys can be found in Appendix B of
this report. In summary there appears to be strong support
of the concept of a “Heritage Centre”. The initiative shown
by the Partners for collaboration and joint venturing has a
high level of acceptance by all the respondents. The
respondents would also like to see a greater level of
support both in terms of a coordinated effort by both local
governments as well as a strong relationship and
cooperation between all the various heritage promotion
organizations within the region.
The Brant Museum and Archives (BM&A)
The programs offered by the BHP are, because of the
nature of the Partnership, limited to those offered by the
individual organizations within the Partnership.
The Brant Museum and Archives conducts programs
aimed primarily towards younger audiences, although an
active seniors outreach program also exists. Additionally,
the Brant Historical Society has over 200 individual and
family members dedicated to the well-being of the Society
and the Museum.
General attendance at the museum averages just below
10,000 annually. The off-site location at the Market
Square Mall attracts an additional 4,000 visitors to both
the land registry holdings and the exhibits.
The artifact holdings of the BM&A, with the exception of
the Scheak Collection, are well-focused on the local history
with some truly unique objects that can be exhibited on
their own merit or in contextual displays.
The history of Brant County and the City of Brantford is
one that is very important to the overall industrial
development of modern-day Canada. This, combined with
the rich history of the First Nations prior to European
contact, gives the region one of the truly outstanding
opportunities for an exciting and vibrant interpretation not
only for the residents, but for those visiting the area.
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The strength of the BM&A lies in the preservation,
interpretation and public education of local history which is
second-to-none in terms of overall importance to the
history of Canada.
To take away from this principal mandate and expend
scarce resources on peripheral objectives will not serve the
BM&A well in the long run. It is important for the museum
to return to its first principles.
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4.3 Organizational Plan Recommendations
The governance model proposed for the Multiple Museum
Complex would be similar, whether located in a new
purpose-built structure or a recycled heritage building.
If the partnership is to be broadened, the concept of
“together but distinct” must be preserved. As a result of
the varied institutional maturity levels of the Partners, this
concept is the only one that will work. To try to fully
amalgamate organizations that have a long and proud
history that has allowed for growth at differential
progression curves will ultimately lead to failure. Respect
must be maintained for the “founder mentality” that exists
in all small volunteer organizations.
Recommendation:
It is recommended that the concept of “Together but
Distinct” be adopted as a founding principle within the
Partnership.
A common ground must be found that will allow each
group to compromise in areas that are not considered to
encroach on the core values of that organization. It is
imperative that those core values be respected. However,
it is equally imperative that each Partner comes to the
table with an open mind and a willingness to compromise
in areas of exhibition policies, interpretive methods and
other areas where the visitor to the Multiple Museum
Complex will have a “seamless” museum experience.
It is important for all to realize that by working together
more progress can be made than by opposing each other.
This must not be seen as a struggle for power over the
heritage product in Brant/Brantford but more as a vehicle
in which all Partners can achieve their mandated aim.
During the course of this study, the consultants’ team have
conducted many meetings and interviews with both
members of the public and individuals representing “stake
holder” groups. It has become clear that there is a general
level of fear experienced by the various heritage
organizations with the Brant/Brantford area. This fear
relates not only to the fear of loss of individual autonomy
and a dilution of the specific mandate of the organization,
but also to the fear of losing the all too inadequate funding
that the organization has managed to secure over the
years.
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It is the chronic under-funding of the local museums in the
region that causes some of the problems that need to be
overcome in the area of cooperation and joint visioning
needed to make this proposal work.
It is noteworthy that both the stake-holders’ survey and the
general public survey conducted by the consultants rank
the need for cooperation and “joint venturing” within the
heritage community as “Extremely Important”.
There is no question that this will be a difficult process
especially given the scarcity of resources in the region and
the long-standing history of institutional struggle that has
been the case in the past. The consulting team has been
made aware, on numerous occasions, both by individuals
who can best be characterized as being on the “inside of
the heritage community” as well as those who have only a
passing interest, that the heritage community is fractured
and members are frequently in direct competition with each
other. It has also been pointed out that this situation has
held back opportunities for growth in the past.
The current initiative by the Brant Heritage Partners is a
reasonable, timely, and essential initiative to bring the
heritage community together.
Recommendation:
It is recommended that the three partners currently
involved in the Brant Heritage Partnership actively recruit
other organizations within the Brant/Brantford area as
formal members of the Partnership.
Some of the organizations that should be considered for
inclusion in the Partnership:
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•

Adelaide Hunter Hoodless Homestead National
Historic Site

•

Bell Homestead National Historic Site

•

Woodland Cultural Centre

•

Canadian Military Heritage Museum

•

Chiefswood National Historic Site

•

Her Majesty’s Royal Chapel of the Mohawks

•

Kanata 17th Century Iroquois Village
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•

Myrtleville House Museum

•

Small local community museums in the County of
Brant

We make the assumption that additional Partners can
come to the table in a positive and meaningful way.

4.4 Site Management Plan for Multiple Museum
Complex (MMC)
It is assumed that each Partner will maintain its
independent Board/Committee of Management/Branch
Executive. These organizations will continue to meet
regularly and would continue to develop the various
policies that govern their individual organizations and seek
to strengthen their respective mandates.
The major change for each governing body would be the
inclusion of the mandate of the MMC which will
complement the aims and objectives of the individual
groups.
The MMC Committee of Management should be
constituted as follows:
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•

The MMC will be governed by an independent
Committee of Management that will be comprised
of appointed representatives from each of the
governing bodies of the various Partners.

•

Each member will appoint representatives based
on level of contribution/occupation of the Multi
Museum Complex.

•

The MMC Committee of Management will appoint
from among its members an executive subcommittee consisting of a Chairman, Vice-Chair,
Treasurer and Secretary.

•

The MMC Committee of Management will meet a
minimum of six times annually with one of these
meetings to be considered the annual meeting of
the MMC.
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A-1

A-2

B-1

B-2

D-1

C-1

C-2

E-2

D-2
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MMC Committee of Management

Partner A

Partner B

Partner C

Partner D

Partner E

Governing Authority of Partners
M
A

Membership
A

M
B

Membership
B

Membership
C

M
D

E

Membership
D

Membership
E

Membership Partners

The area of responsibility of the MMC Committee of
Management will include, but not be limited to such items
as:
• The development of all exhibit design criteria
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•

The administration of all common areas

•

Booking of all common areas

•

Administration of all operating costs associated with
the MMC

•

Control of curatorial standards in common areas

•

Arbitration of all conflicts associated with the
administration of the centre

•

Coordination of joint initiatives such as marketing
and public programming.
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4.5 Staffing Recommendations
Staffing recommendations will be made on agreement with
the study committee on final space and size for the
proposed site. More detailed recommendations are
included in this report on page 90 which can be used as a
basis for staffing development.
As more detailed plans evolve, staffing interviews should
be conducted with an analysis of staff skills currently
available and how they may be applied to an overall
management plan. This task is somewhat complicated by
the fact that the Partnership is limited to three entities of
which only one has a professional staff. If other Partners
are recruited, the skill sets will increase in overall value to
the whole.
The volunteer pool should also be assessed to determine
the skill sets available for further development in that
sector.
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Marketing Plan
5.1 SuperBrant 2006 – Brantford and The County
Now it’s our turn.
The Brantford area is truly an excellent place to live, work
and raise a family. It is rich in human talent, educational
facilities, green spaces, and modern lifestyle advantages
including safe streets and country havens. Geographically,
Brant County also has a natural advantage that is
attracting increased visitation in considerable numbers –
e.g., over 950,000 general tourist, eco, arts, cultural and
heritage visitors in 2005. In that same year, approximately
190,000 of these visitors could be classified as artscultural-heritage visitors, with 40 percent (or 76,000) from
out of town.
With endless potential on many fronts, including benefits to
the entire county, influential regional resources (both public
and private) are also approaching a new decision
milestone, that important question being support for the
Brant Heritage Partners proposal to help preserve over
150+ years 2 of history, growth, change and new promise.
The concept of housing three cultural institutes (i.e., Brant
County Genealogical Society, the Canadian Industrial
Heritage Centre and the Brant Museum and Brant
Historical Society) offers a unique opportunity to both
celebrate the region’s accomplishments and examine
heritage-based stories/events that have influenced the
region over many decades before these memories and
facts fade forever. This adventure in cultural heritage is
everyone’s journey, including the First Nations people,
local citizens, and the children of this and future
generations. It offers the possibility of a new ‘focal point’ for
every cultural facility in the city and region. Imagine the
‘Brant Heritage Centre (BHC)’ as a shared museum
with a potential building that will empower year-round
visitors to discover the path to all other historic
facilities in the Municipality of the County of Brant and
the County of Brantford. Consider the new BHC as your

2

In 2002 the County of Brant celebrated its Sesquicentennial; the County Council funded a book, titled “
1852-2002: A Celebration” details the unique culture of the County’s six constituent municipalities – i.e., the
Town of Paris and the townships of Brantford, Burford, Oakland, Onondaga and South Dumfries. When the
2-tier ‘county system’ ended after 147 years in early 1998, the six municipalities joined to work cooperatively as the municipality of the County of Brant.
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‘heritage divining3’ kiosk, where the area’s cultural gems,
some hidden until now, are offered for immediate
discovery by visitors from the community, and elsewhere
as stated by the BHC Definition: A nucleus of cultural
knowledge, around which every regional heritage
site/group can also focus, be represented and benefit.
We have gathered the input of many regional citizens.... to
help us to help you. The public told us their views and
suggestions, including concerns. Going forward, the BHP
team invites continued participation and promises to listen
acutely. By working together, there is new promise for Your
Brant, founded over 150 years ago. Let's communicate
openly on every level, to illuminate the past for the future.
5.2 Market Analysis
The ‘Brant Heritage Centre’ experience is a unique
springboard to celebrate and rejuvenate the county’s
cultural heritage as we move forward to make Brantford
and the County an even greater place to live, work and
enjoy. It’s time to help redefine Brant’s past and future,
together. Because, in 2006, the first 154 years are just the
beginning.
We invite the City Mayor and Council to incorporate the
intent of the Brant Heritage Partners into the January 2006
‘Community Strategic Plan’, specifically, as an addition to
Goal 1: Economic Vitality and Innovation (page 7), with a
new ‘Brant Heritage Centre’ being a vital part of ‘Strategic
Actions’ 1.1 to 1.10. The single additional commitment
would add further credence to the existing ‘Goal 1:
objectives’, particularly those stated ‘Long-term Desired
Outcomes’ centered on ‘positive image’, ‘vision’, ‘vibrancy’
and ‘innovation’. It is suggested that the County be
included in these discussions at an early stage to ensure a
collaborative effort and with a view that the County could
include a similar direction in future policy documents.
Several related municipality-based ideas evolved during
the CCRC public communication process. We want to
outline some of the more creative concepts that evolved at
CCRC, as part of and following feedback from citizens.
While some elements relate directly to cultural topics,
some do not but are included in this document to illustrate
that heritage has many facets and can be an innovative
3

Dowsing, also called divining or witching, is a generic term for practices which proponents claim empower
them to find water, metals, gem stones and hidden objects, usually by fluctuations of some apparatus over a
piece of land or a map. Some claim to need no apparatus at all but to 'feel' reactions. Repeated tests under
controlled conditions question these claims, but they continue to be believed by many people.
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engine with economic impact. These eleven (11)
suggested ‘better understanding’ programs are described
in Appendix A of this report.

5.3 Marketing Definition
Strategic Marketing is the process of planning and
executing the conception, pricing, promotion, and
distribution of ideas and services to create exchanges that
satisfy individual, public and organizational goals. It must
always maintain a balance between the objectives of the
facility and changes in market opportunities.
Marketing Shouldn't Be an Afterthought
Unfortunately, too many cultural organizations relegate
marketing to afterthought status, confusing it with
promotion, which is only one of its components. Service
launches, special events, education programs and even
new products are often completely planned before
marketing is even considered.
The "product/service" is conceived and developed in a
vacuum -- then tossed over to "the marketing people" to
"sell." That kind of ‘inside-out’ approach minimizes
marketing's importance, restricts its potential effectiveness
and helps perpetuate the marketing fears and mistrust still
prevalent in many institutions today.
Getting rid of those fears and adopting a marketing
mindset requires that everyone in the organization become
a stakeholder in the marketing process. First, by
understanding what marketing really is -- and that it
supports their mission rather than undermines it. Then by
making marketing a company-wide function and an integral
part of all planning -- an inclusive process that allows ideas
to be freely expressed. And heard. Only then can insideout truly be replaced by outside-in thinking.

Branding The Brant Heritage Centre (BHC) Museum
It’s Your Best Return on Investment (ROI) secret.
Tourists, students, residents, businesses, young children
and seniors all use your city and the surrounding
countryside. Given this truth, should we consider a
universal cultural-heritage based image, or theme, that
describes the past and living heritage of Brantford and the
County of Brant?
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While branding was once the jurisdiction of advertising
agencies tasked with increasing products sales through
‘impact media’ processes, today communities of every size
and location are utilizing branding to develop a unique
marketing image.
Is this important, or a passing phase? If Brantford and
the County of Brant want to win in the competitive
‘heritage destinations marketplace’ in this Province and beyond - a refreshed regional brand is essential.
This strong recommendation also relates directly to the
basic objective of the Brant Heritage Partners (BHP):
promote the cultural history of the area from a shared focal
point (i.e., via a new cultural-museum facility).
While it is essential to propose, discuss and, subsequently,
select a suitable physical site for a ‘BHP building’, this
specific ‘real-estate topic’ is addressed elsewhere in this
report. For the purpose of the marketing/identity process,
we believe the proposed BHP ‘imaging’ process can occur
prior to a facility being approved. To begin this branding
step, a number of founding heritage-linking statements, or
tag line identities, are presented below for consideration
and immediate discussion:

THE BRANT FORD REGION [Cultural Motto]:
Historic Brant County, Ontario’s Future
You’re In Grand River Territory
The Heart of Grand River Territory
Canada’s Heritage & Innovation City
Where Ontario’s History Lives On
Heritage Lands, Heritage River

THE NEW MUSEUM [Site Name]:
Brant Heritage Centre
Brant County Cultural Museum
Grand Country Cultural Centre
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Heritage House
Brantford Heritage Place
Central Brant County Museum

Site Selection & Motto Example 1 (STRONG):
Heritage House… The Heart of Grand River County

Site Selection & Motto Example 2 (WEAKER):
Brant Heritage Centre…. Where Ontario’s History Lives On

Site Selection Example 3 (open):
The reader may add an example here!

Brand Development and Management
In the communications business, professional branding is
pure ‘marketing magic’.
But what is cultural product branding and why is it essential
to success? First, a brand is ‘mental real estate’. It’s a set
of expectations instilled in its customers/prospects, as well
as its employees, and others in similar facilities nearby. It
should be an identity concept that’s easily distinguishable
from all others, elsewhere.
Equally important, a brand should enhance how you
communicate with customers – the public. With respect to
the BHP concept, we believe that branding success
includes the recognition that everything the group does
and says must drive confidence and increase value for ‘the
customer’ (citizens, funding sources, distant visitors, etc.).
This is rarely easy. Further, it’s often asked ‘what is the
true value of branding initiatives and why invest time and
money in this seemingly non-revenue-generating activity’?
In truth, there are many rational reasons to dedicate time
and funds to brand your concept, including:
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•
•
•
•
•

Market differentiation (distinctive
understanding/advantage)
Supports a higher tolerance level (perceived
market value)
Increased cross-promotional opportunities (better
overall margins)
Better awareness and recognition (leadership in the
extended market)
Private/public investor confidence (fostering new
alliances).

Without question, successful branding initiatives can have
immense payback and add genuine value to the buy-in
process, whether a site is new or well-established.
However, the BHP branding success will depend on an
implementation strategy that comprises four essential
‘must’ principles. These important elements are:

•

It must be a genuine reflection of your core
strengths-values-management commitments, and
also align with heritage customer values.

•

Your brand must identify a unique position that
clearly differentiates your market position.

•

It must carry through every aspect of the BHP
organization, meaning you must articulate your
identity into a series of actions, beliefs and tools.

•

Finally, and perhaps most important, it must be
consistent over time.

In every brand development process, four distinct
elements are employed, each weighted equally. First, the
Value Proposition; it defines the uniqueness you provide
to customers. Brand Character Definition and Expression
follows; the character of your brand must make sense to
your most important customers. Next, Positioning
Statements must express your place in the market to help
investors, future visitors and others understand your intent;
these concepts often form a mission statement or a byline
tagged to your logo. And lastly, Key Messages must
consistently communicate your chosen information; these
must promote the brand intent and be consistently
employed by the entire team.
Further in the process, brand launch must include a
continuous monitoring process to measure value over time
to ensure maximum impact is being derived. This stage
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may include press releases, promotional programs,
presentation and memorable methods of reaching the
marketplace. [Many of these topics will be discussed as
recommendations herein.]
It’s accurate to conclude that a professionally developed
brand gives your site identity, character, presence in the
market and, yes, respect. A brand can grow successfully
by leaving a lasting mental picture – meaning a positive
mark upon everyone inside the new facility and outside in
the customer base. It’s a true value picture like none
other.

5.4 Marketing Framework
The definition of marketing and the associated successoriented Marketing Framework are addressed in following
diagram, Exhibit 1. Our process outlines an ideal marketing
framework that could be used in addressing the scope of
marketing activities over both the current pre-build/opening
phase, as well as additional recommendations for
continuous action after the facility is open to the public
(e.g., 2008-2010).
The scope of activity comprises four (4) functional areas:
•

Research and Planning,

•

Visitor Experience Development & Delivery,

•

Communications and

•

Sales Promotion.

In common usage the term ‘marketing’ is often too
narrowly defined, but in this report we strongly encourage
the development of a balanced and integrated approach
that includes all four functional areas, not just
Communications and Promotion (the common acronyms
for marketing processes). This image building process
should begin now as a formal project and continue for a 35 year period (even if the new facility opens during that
timeframe.)
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Exhibit 1: Marketing Framework for the Brant Heritage Partners Museum
Note that the recommended actions in the second row are outlined on the following
pages.
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Research and Planning Actions (See: Exhibit 1 Block Diagram)

This empty box needs ideas.
We can help begin this process;
later the BHP team can continue the
objective:
 Compile the best estimate
possible regarding annual
visitor traffic expectations….
45,000 for Year 1.
 If supported, the new museum
would require a full-time
Marketing resource to explore
target channels.
 We expect the Heritage tourist
market to increase by 20% in 5
years, this signal needs action.






DEFINITION: Research & Planning.
Undertaking and collecting relevant, timely research
such as expected visitor traffic, visitor needs/wants,
opportunity identification, etc. to support the allocation of
future marketing resources.

Etc
Etc.
Etc
Etc
Etc.
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Visitor Experience Development & Delivery Actions (See: Exhibit 1 Block Diagram)

This empty box needs ideas.
We can help begin this process;
later the BHP team can continue the
objective:
 Outline the exhibit content
plans and physical layout for
the combined Brant heritage
Partners Museum Complex
 Develop an entrance concept
diagram that depicts a shared
heritage resource lobby to
explain the overall mission.
 Set month-by-month progress
goals that will evolve into a
positive image to further
influence visitor buy-in.

DEFINITION: Visitor Experience
Development & Delivery.
Plan toward a consistent, unique visitor experience, with
the right visitor at the right time, to influence
expectations and ensure a good fit with mission & goals.

 Etc.
 Etc.
 Etc.
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Communications Actions (See: Exhibit 1 Block Diagram)
This empty multi-box needs
ideas.
We can help begin this process;
later the BHP team can continue
the objective:
 Obtain space to set up a Kiosk
size information stand in 3-4
locations, with feedback forms;
sites could include the
Brantford Library, City Hall
lobby, Gretzky Sports
Complex, a shopping mall, the
Casino site, etc.
 Publish an explanatory
brochure or newsletter that
EXPLAINS the BHP mission
and its advantages for the area
and its citizens.
 Etc.
 Etc.
 Etc.
____________________________
 Become a STRONG front &
centre AGENT of your beliefs;
do not be in the background.
Bolder is better.
 Etc
 Much has been said through
CCRC about expanding the
‘partnership’ to other
sites/groups – do this now. The
Six Nations/Woodland Cultural
Centre/Laurier
Brantford/Military Museum
are all potential candidates
 Etc
 Explanation of purpose via
service clubs, presentations,
regular contact with influential
groups/individuals
is an essential ingredient for
success.
 Reach out to the schools,
colleges, Laurier professors
(e.g., G. Warrick); this effort
can only help in overall
understanding of the BHP
mission.
Brant
Heritage Partners
 Etc.
 Etc.

DEFINITION: Communications: Begin now to
develop & deliver messages to ALL categories of
“clients” that inform, influence, and involve them.
Be open.

Sub categories . . . . .
BHP “Agency” Communications
This includes corporate reporting, public, new
partners, all communities, media and stakeholder
relations

Program Communications Advantages
This must include openly communicating the mission
and goals to government, the travel trade and any
vocal competitors.

Education Communications:
Includes outreach and personal (often face-to-face
discussions) to assist in better interpretation of the
current (fluid) BHP mandate
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Sales Promotion Actions (See: Exhibit 1 Block Diagram)

This empty box needs ideas.
We can help begin this process;
later the BHP team can
continue the objective:
 If selling the concept of a
new ‘heritage centre’
remains a problem for
BHP, please obtain the
services of a local
champion-of-change. If not,
appoint an individual who
BELIEVES in the goal and
fund his/her efforts to
garner support.
 If funds are not available to
buy space in regional
media, offer a future
‘sponsorship plaque’
promise to those to publishvoice-expand upon the
laudable BHP purpose.
 Request time to present the
new Heritage centre
proposal to service clubs,
Economic Development
Office meetings, a lecture
hall,executives of large
companies, etc.






Definition: Sales Promotion
Implement activities that will “convert” a
potential partner, political supporter or future
visitor into an actual believer. Some ideas are
contained in this report.

Etc.
Etc.
Etc.
Etc.
Etc.
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5.5 Heritage Tourism Enthusiasts
This component is a special analysis, based on a recent
Travel Activities and Motivation Survey (TAMS) survey
regarding the marketing opportunities offered by the wide
range of Canadian Museum and Cultural facilities to
potential travellers from the United States. This information
is intended to broaden the view of the BHP group when
considering current and future promotional activities
related to the regional attractions within the municipalities
of Brant, and specifically the viability of attracting American
heritage tourists to the new ‘Brant Heritage Museum’.
Preferred Heritage-focused Venues
Americans who have taken leisure trips in Canada exhibit
a particular interest in heritage oriented activities when
they travel. As such, they have taken trips in Canada - as
well as other destinations - in the past couple of years and
have included at least four of the following activities on
these trips. Below, we have highlighted the priority
interests that are readily available to visitors to the Brant
regional4 tourist zone:
• Aboriginal cultural experiences in a rural setting
• Pow Wow/other Aboriginal celebration
• Aboriginal attractions
• French Canadian cultural experiences
• Carnivals and festivals
• Western theme events
• Farmers’ fairs or markets
The following data provide a rich source of information for
tourism businesses and marketers who want to increase
their share - or initially address - the Heritage Tourism
enthusiast market from the U.S.A. either now or in the
future. We would suggest the former, in partnership with
other facilities and agencies in the Brant region.

Demographics and More
In addition to a current profile of Heritage Tourism
Enthusiasts, the survey was modified to permit an
assessment of the impacts of an aging population on
4

Ontario has been divided into Regional Tourist Zones which include Northern Ontario, Ottawa, Eastern
Ontario, etc. Brant and Brantford are in Zone 6 “Southwestern Ontario Tourist Zone”.
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market potential for this group. The data were ‘aged’
twenty-five years into the future, and comparisons of
market size, composition, travel behaviour, and market
profile to year 2025 provide planners and marketers with
critical information about the products and services that
may be required in the future to attract tourists from
Canada’s largest foreign market.
Of the 200.4 million U.S. adults in 2000, about 34.5 million
are Heritage Tourists. Of these, almost 1-in-4 have taken a
leisure trip within Canada during the past two years. Thus,
Canada’s market for the heritage segment is
approximately 8.3 million American adults.
Canada draws a high number of its Heritage Tourists from
border states. Since 18 per cent of the total U.S.A.
population live in states on the Canada/U.S. border while
28 per cent of enthusiasts who come to Canada do so
from a ‘long hall’ location, attracting these tourists poses a
greater challenge. Think NY, OH, MI, PA, IL, WI, etc.
Heritage Tourism Enthusiasts travel to Canada’s regions in
much the same way as do Americans with any recent
Canadian experience. As such, they are most apt to visit
Ontario in past years (58%), followed by British Columbia
(33%) and Quebec (32%).
Compared to the total market for all leisure tourism
experiences over the past couple of years, Heritage
Tourism enthusiasts are substantively under-represented
among younger Americans, and especially among those
between 18 and 34 years. This age group represents less
than 1-in-5 of Heritage Tourism enthusiasts (18%).
Most Heritage Tourists live in adult-only households –
those with no members under the age of eighteen. Fewer
than one-third are likely to be in the market for heritage
experiences involving teenagers/children (30%).
Generally, Heritage Enthusiasts are also more affluent
than is the typical American traveller in Canada, with an
average household income of $71,100 (US$) compared to
$65,200 (US$) for the typical leisure visitor. Higher
household incomes are consistent with higher levels of
formal education; over one-third of Heritage visitors have
at least one university degree (34%).
By definition, most history seekers participate in multiple
heritage-related activities while on trips. They may have
engaged in these activities while on a recent trip to
Canada or on trips to other destinations, worldwide. The
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most popular heritage activities – sought by over 50% of
these tourists while on a trip are – museums, farmers’
markets, festivals and historic sites. Specific high
percentage activities engaged in are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Science & tech museums (64%)
General history museums (81%)
Historic sites (63%)
Farmers’ fairs or markets (68%)
Historical replicas of cities (55%)
Local festivals or fairs (67%)

Other heritage activities that attract up to 30 per cent of
Heritage Tourism enthusiasts include children’s museums,
Aboriginal cultural experiences or attractions, French
Canadian cultural experiences, harvesting, western theme
events, and carnivals such as Mardi Gras.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aboriginal cultural experiences (23%)
Western theme events (21%)
Carnivals (15%)
Pow Wows/Aboriginal celebrations (12%)
Children’s museums (28%)
Aboriginal attractions (28%)
French Canadian cultural experiences (26%)

A Marketing Opportunity for the Brant Heritage
Partners
Americans are only moderately impressed with Canada as
a location in which to experience different cultures, see
historic sites and important places in history, and
Aboriginal culture. In addition, Heritage Tourism
enthusiasts are least positive about Canada as a
destination with a popular or trendy image and as one to
visit in the winter.
Image building and product awareness messages to
Heritage Tourism Enthusiasts are likely to achieve the
highest reach in daily and weekend editions of local
newspapers, including the travel sections of these editions
and through the American Automobile Association (AAA).
Membership lists from art galleries and museums might
also be useful tools for reaching Heritage tourists in the
U.S.A. since they are members of these types of
organizations at much higher rates than is the typical
American adult.
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Note: The Heritage Enthusiast group will be the largest of
the market segments, with a predicted 12.3 million
heritage tourists visiting Canada by 2025. This segment
will out-perform Visual Arts Enthusiasts (9.2 million), Soft
Outdoor Adventure Enthusiasts (8.8 million), wine/culinary
tourists (7.5 million) and Performing Arts Enthusiasts (5.1
million) by wide margins.

Age Matters
Several fundamental changes in the U.S.A. population
structure might be taken into account in planning and
heritage product development in Canada over the next two
decades. As the primary market for inbound tourism from
the United States, border and mid-tier state populations will
grow at an appreciably lower rate than will the population
of the U.S.A. as a whole, and particularly the southern
states.
With an estimated 18 per cent increase in the adult
population of states on the Canada/ U.S.A. border by 2025
compared to a 27 per cent increase for the entire country,
the pool of Americans from which Canada has to draw
from for the all-important ‘border’ market will increase at a
lower rate than will other markets. By 2025, the border
state population is estimated to reach 42 million adults
from its current level of 35 million.
Older people – those who are at least 55 years of age –
will represent an increasingly sizeable proportion of the
American population. They will represent over one-third by
2025 (37%). In addition, by 2025 only 29% of U.S. adults
will have children living at home. This trend means there
will be an increase in the absolute number of Americans
who will be in the market for heritage activities between
2000 and 2025, from an estimated 34.5 million now to
about 47.1 million in 2025. Canada’s share of this market –
those who will seek heritage experiences in Canada – is
also expected to grow substantively, from 8.3 million to
12.3 million - as long as there are changes made in the
amenities and improvements to services offered to
heritage/tourism businesses who serve this market, while
considering the interests of an aging population.

5.6

Revenue Strategy

We believe that branding is essential to success; in short,
the Heritage Centre must create and project a set of
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expectations (images, information, logo, etc) that are
‘magically’ instilled in prospective visitors. This is not
meant to dismiss the importance of other related
attendance and revenue success factors, such as:
•

Partnership development, including financial
aspects; consider local service club funding
program(s), on-site demos by local artisans, Board
of Education/Teachers special events, municipal
support, etc.

•

Trained volunteers that are recruited based on
commitment to the entire operation, including
outreach, fundraising initiatives, children’s
programs, reception/guides.

•

Community outreach to help extend the reach of
the bricks-and-mortar facility. This modern trend is
essential to ensure the ‘museum message’ is truly
serving the community as a whole, through, for
example, media events tied to local history, mobile
displays, on-loan artifacts, First Nations affiliation,
rotating heritage themes, regular newspaper/TV
presence, etc.

•

Special themed events to both raise funds and
educate. Offer a ‘heritage passport’ to encourage
repeat visitations and more group visits.

•

In time, solicit the population base via local media
placements and on-line, with special membership
offers and tangible rewards (e.g., ‘I support
‘Heritage Centre’ commemorative
pin/parchment/memento etc.).

•

Survey the population base though a sponsored
support program and, after site opening,
communicate with every visitor by e-mail/mail to
strengthen alliances.

5.7 Catchment Area Strategy
Given the growing competition for consumers’ attention
and dollars, a strong identity and image is vital to new site
success. The power of imaginative branding must be
included to ensure a positive image in the public eye and
help draw new customers to the heritage facility. While
often considered a part of marketing-advertising, the fact
remains that successful branding begins with the
recognition that that everything one does and says must
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increase awareness for your customers (new and repeat).
The value of injecting energy and funds into this essential
aspect of your image is also an important benefit to the
entire municipality. Some basic plus factors of professional
branding are:
True Differentiation in the Market (BRANT vs. other
regions and other areas of the same region):
•
•
•
•

Competitive Advantage (POSITIVE, lasting impression)
Increased Visitation Opportunities (REVENUE
increase)
Freshened Awareness and Involvement (PRIDE,
local/regional leadership)
Customer Retention (REPEAT visitors,
monthly/annually)

Without question, successful branding initiatives can have
payback, but initial and long-term success factors depend
on an implementation plan that takes into account four
essential principles:

Brant Heritage Partners

•

Your brand must be a GENUINE
REFLECTION of your core strengths and
values, philosophy, and commitments.

•

Your brand must identify a UNIQUE
POSITION that clearly differentiates you
from other facilities.

•

Your new brand must carry through
EVERY ASPECT of the organization and
feed its energy; you should translate this
identity into a series of actions, beliefs and
tools (e.g., on-line, logo and credo, ads,
communiqués, etc.)

•

A brand must be CONSISTENT OVER
TIME; this may well be the most important
tenet of brand-building. [Instant success is
often followed by a slow decline and
revenue disappointment.]
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Budget / Fundraising Plan
6.1

Capital Expenses and Revenue Assessments

Preliminary capital costs are identified in Section 3.5.
Note: Land or site acquisition costs have not been factored
into these costs as they will depend on the site chosen.
Note: The “options” as outlined in the following tables are
based on a site with a total building area of 20,000 (Option
1), 30,000 (Option 2) and 40,000 square feet.

6.2

Operating Expense and Revenue Assessments

We have reviewed the financial statement supplied to us
by the Brant Museum and Archives. As the largest of the
three Partners this budget is essential to determine future
support for the Partnership. All potential Partners in the
Brant/Brantford area have generally low and chronic
under-funding which prevents the various sites from
reaching their museological potential.
We will employ the revenue and expense categories that
have now been in use by the Ministry of Culture (Ontario)
Community Museum Operating Grant program. This
system has, over the years proven to be reliable and
covers most of the revenue and expense categories
common among some 250 community museums in this
province. By using this system of financial reporting, costs
can be compared on a wide provincial base and all the
client museums of the CMOG program can be used as
comparators in the years to come.
Some general guidelines and assumptions have been
made during the preparation of the final operating budget
forecast for a partnership that will reflect the overall
recommendations made in this report.
Revenue Streams
We have included several major revenue streams in
preparing the operating budget forecast.
Visitor Projections and Revenue from Admissions
Estimates have been generated on annual attendance for
each of the three options offered in this operating forecast.
Allowances have been made for seasonal shifts and
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attendance patterns from a number of community
museums in Ontario have been reviewed. These
attendance figures are conservative and have been geared
to match the expected outcomes from the marketing
recommendations outlined in this report. The attendance
proposed is that of the Multi-Museum Complex and it is
assumed that attendance to the off- site facilities operated
by those Partners, who have historic houses etc, will be
charged separately at each of those specific sites.
Consideration should be given to including admissions to
the off-site locations in the form of a “passport” style
program that would permit the visitor to pay one admission
to all sites. The revenue projections used for the
generation of this portion of the operating budget are
based on one admission fee to the Museum Complex only.
OPTIONS

ATTENDANCE PROJECTIONS - BHP
Category
Adults
Students/Seniors
Children
Pre-School
School Tours
Other Tours
Members

1
8,000
4,000
3,000
1,000
3,000
1,000
1,000

2
12,000
7,000
4,500
2,000
5,000
1,500
2,000

3
16,000
10,000
6,000
3,000
7,000
2,000
4,000

TOTAL ATTENDANCE

21,000

34,000

48,000

The admission receipts projected here are based on MMC
charging only one admission to the entire complex. The
expense side of the budget allows for a redistribution of
this charge based on square footage occupied by the
Partners. The Partners may wish to develop a formula
based on some other concept once the centre is up and
running. For the purposes of this report, all income
distribution is based on space as opposed to function.

Membership Revenue
It is recommended that the MMC develop a membership
base that is specific to the complex. This should not
prevent, or interfere in any way, with the membership
programmes operated by the individual Partners who have
mission-specific mandates. The MMC membership will be
a broader category and will be associated with specific
membership privileges such as free admission, special
invitations to events that are MMC specific, gift shop
discounts and the receipt of a news letter.
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OPTIONS

MEMBERSHIP REVENUE
Category

1

2

3

150

200

300

50

100

150

Family Membership

100

150

200

Institutional Member

25

50

75

325

500

725

Full Member
Non-Resident Member

TOTAL MEMBERSHP

OPTIONS

MEMBERSHIP REVENUE
Category

1

2

3

Full Member

4,500

6,000

9,000

Non-Resident Member

1,000

2,000

3,000

Family membership

5,000

7,500

10,000

Institutional Member

1,875

3,750

5,625

12,375

19,250

27,625

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP REVENUE

As with all other revenue generated by this program, it will
be re-distributed to the Partners for their use in their annual
operating budgets.
Government Funding
Federal Government
The Federal Government does not contribute to the
operations of local museums. Some funding may be
available, from time to time, though various employment
initiatives for youth or disadvantaged individuals in the
labour force. However, it should be noted that as of early
October 2006 the Federal Government eliminated or
severely reduced many of these programs, including the
Museum Assistance Program which, in the past, has
assisted community museums in Canada with special
project funding.
Province of Ontario
The provincial government has, for many years, operated
the Community Museum Operating Grants Program
(CMOG) and currently has some 225 client museums in
the program. The Brant Museum and Archives is a
member of this program and currently receives just over
$10,200 annually from the province. It is fully anticipated
that the MMC will be a member of CMOG and will, once
operations have been formalized, make an application to
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the Province of Ontario for funding assistance under this
program.
It is anticipated that membership in the CMOG program will
have an impact on the Brant Museum and Archives
continuation of this grant. However, it is expected that the
level of funding given the MMC from CMOG will increase
to reflect the larger level of expenditure of the MCC.
RECOMMENDATION
That the MMC make application to CMOG as soon as
possible once formally constituted and a commitment to
the overall plan has been made.
Local Government Contributions
As noted elsewhere in this report, operational deficits occur
in the operations of all museums in Canada. Traditionally
these deficits are covered through a variety of government
grants, fundraising initiatives and a generous public though
donations, both at the door and through special
campaigns.

OPTIONS

MUNICIPAL FUNDING CATEGORY
Municipality

1

Municipal (City of Brantford - 75 % )
Municipal (County of Brant - 25% )
TOTAL MUNICIPAL FUNDING

2

3

110,000

151,000

200,000

36,667

50,333

66,667

146,667

201,333

266,667

In order to cover the operational deficit of the MMC we are
recommending that the City of Brantford and the County of
Brant join together in a shared responsibility to assist this
culturally important community resource with the deficit
reduction formula for the MMC based on the general
population distribution of 3 to 1 (City / County). The costsharing proposition in this report reflects this ratio. At the
moment, the municipal contribution to heritage is less than
in most similar municipalities in the Province of Ontario.
RECOMMENDATION
That the City of Brantford and the County of Brant enter
into a joint agreement with the MMC and make an annual
operating to sustain the operation of the MMC.
Endowment Funding
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Once established and possessing a strong record of
achievements and a demonstrated viability, the Board of
the MMC may wish to undertake the development of an
Endowment fund to assist in covering of the anticipated
annual deficit.
Gift Shop
It is recommended that the Partners operate a Gift Shop
similar to the one currently operated by the Brant Museum
and Archives. As an income centre, the Gift Shop shows
revenue, which is offset by the expense category used for
giftware and book purchases. The mark-up indicated in
this area of the budget is based on an average of 65%. It
should be noted that traditionally the mark-up on giftware
and clothing items frequently approach 100% and on
books and stationary, sometimes as low as 30%.
If the Gift Shop operates successfully, and the indicated
budget for the purchase of merchandise for re-sale is
exceeded, the Gift Shop supervisor should have the ability
to exceed the purchase allocation for restocking provided
that the merchandise is “moving” and not simply creating
an over-stock situation.
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Operations Budget Forecast
Multi-Museum Complex
Revenues
Grants
Federal
Provincial ( CMOG )

OPTIONS
1

2
0

3
0

0

30,000

35,000

40,000

Municipal (City of Brantford - 75 % )

110,000

151,000

200,000

Municipal (County of Brant - 25% )

36,667

50,333

66,667

176,667

236,333

306,667

108,000

169,500

231,000

Total - Grants
Core Activities
Admissions (Option B)
Membership Fees

12,375

19,250

27,625

Special Events

5,000

8,000

10,000

Education Programs

1,000

1,500

2,000

126,375

198,250

270,625

33,000

41,250

82,500

0

0

0

2,500

3,000

4,000

- individual

1,000

1,500

2,000

- corporate

1,000

1,500

2,000

- foundations

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,500

2,000

3,000

0

0

0

1,000

1,000

1,000

42,000

52,250

96,500

345,042

486,833

673,792

Total - Core Activities
Other Activities
Gift Shop
Food services
Rentals
Fundraising

Donations (unsolicited cash gifts)
Endowment
Other

Total - Other
TOTAL REVENUE

Note: An endowment fund should return approximately $50,000 per year for every
$1,000,000 held. It would not be unreasonable as a long-term goal for the MMC to aim
for a $3,000,000 endowment fund. At the time of writing this report, no endowment
existed and therefore the value entered in the chart is $0. An endowment should not be
generated until the building and physical plant are in place to avoid interference with
fundraising for capital works.
Note: Options A and B for admissions are the rates per admission of which option B is
the higher rate and is used in this table.
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Expenses
Staffing Costs
It is generally understood that the major expense item will
be staff costs. Most museums in Ontario find that up to
65% of all costs are dedicated to this item. The remainder
of the operating budget is dedicated to the operations of
the building with some small amounts allocated for
programming, curatorial and conservation costs and what
ever is left in the “discretionally envelope” used for the
marketing programme.
Building Operating Costs
Building operational costs will be a major expense centre
and the higher the number of the Partners involved in this
project the easier it will be to distribute such building costs
over a wider membership. It is generally understood that a
modern museum complex will need more resources in the
area of public utilities than most other operations. For this
reason, we recommend the allocation of $2.00 per square
foot for operating the Environmental Control systems which
include all HVAC costs and lighting costs. (The
maintenance costs identified by the Brant Museum and
Archives in 2004 were just over $21,000). As examples 5:
20,000 square foot building6
30,000 square foot building
40,000 square foot building

60,000 per year
60,000 per year
80,000 per year

To meet the minimum needs of the current Partnership we
estimate that a building of 30,000 square feet will be
needed and if the Partnership is to be increase to provide
curatorial services for some of the off-site Partners (historic
sites and buildings) then it would be appropriate to look for
a building with a minimum of 40,000 square feet, or the
potential to expand to that size. In all cases it is prudent to
design/develop these proposals with the ability for future
expansion.
There may be potential savings in this area if large
machines and industrial implements were to be stored in
non-controlled environments. However, with energy costs
5

The three examples form the basis for the three levels of options in the budget examination found later in
this section.
6
We have shown 20,000 square feet as an example to set a minimum realistic size for the site in the event
that a more modest operation is the consequence of more modest results in initial development
commitments. .
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on the up-swing, the figure of $2.00 per square foot is the
prudent one to use.
It is, however, very important for all members of the client
team, both members of the governing authority and
members of staff to realize that museums, archives,
galleries and other cultural enterprises must be viewed as
“value added” facilities to our quality of life.
6.3

Financial Sustainability

Full time operational community museums in Ontario that
meet the museological standards recommended by the
Ministry of Culture generally operate with up to 65% of
their required revenue coming from grants from various
levels of government. The remaining resources are
generated though income streams such as admissions,
unsolicited donations, gift shop profits, minor fundraising
initiatives generally spearheaded by staff and volunteers
and program revenue.
Using the data collected during the various phases of this
project we have assessed revenue potentials of the
recommended program activities. The development of
core revenue from conventional sources such as
admissions, special programs, government operating
grants (both CMOG and local) have all been assessed to
develop a sustainable, dependable revenue stream that
will permit the proposed facility to operate within the
established policies of the governing authority.
Staffing
As noted above, with almost all museums, the single
largest operating cost centres on staffing. The current pool
of staff talent among the Partners should be the first area
of search for all positions needed at the MMC. Some
adjustments will be required both in the job descriptions
and the job specifications in these positions. The following
staffing plan is phased in as Partners within the MMC
expand and as professional needs increase.
Executive Director
It is our recommendation that an Executive Director be
brought on staff as soon as this project moves past the
conceptual stage.
The Executive Director will be the senior staff person and
primary liaison officer between the MMC and the various
professional consulting teams needed for the successful
execution of this project.
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Following the acceptance of the physical facilities upon
completion of the capital work, the Executive Director will
become the senior manager of the facility reporting to the
MMC Committee of Management.
Administrative Assistant
This position is viewed primarily as a support function for
the overall needs of the MMC. The workstation for the AA
should be the Front Desk of the MMC so that this individual
can also assist in that area and give guidance to
volunteers that may, from time to time, staff this part of the
MMC. Data entry and assistance with cataloguing should
also be part of this position. It is recommended that this
position be brought on staff at the same time as the ED.
Although the AA is seen here as a 0.5 FTE it may be
possible, should funding be available, to move this to a full
time position.
OPTIONS

CENTRAL STAFFING
Position

FTE

Ann. $

1

2

3

Executive Director

1.00

65,000

65,000

65,000

65,000

Administrative Assistant

0.50

35,000

17,500

17,500

17,500

Conservation Technician

1.00

40,000

0

0

40,000

Archivist

0.75

55,000

0

41,250

41,250

Public Relations / Promotion

1.00

40,000

0

0

40,000

Maintenance

0.50

35,000

17,500

17,500

17,500

Janitorial

0.50

35,000

17,500

17,500

17,500

305,000

117,500

158,750

238,750

TOTAL SALARY COSTS

5.25

Conservation Technician
This position is included in option three as a full time staff
member. The Technician should be a generalist with
particular strengths in paper conservation in order to
provide as much assistance as possible to the archival
collection. However, skill sets should be sought that will
permit this position to advise and perform simple
preventative maintenance of all objects in the collection.
Other Staff
It is assumed that within this staffing matrix, each Partner
as they move towards institutional maturity may wish to
maintain or augment their existing staff (or develop new
and independent staffing positions). As an example, we
have not shown the position of curator as it is assumed
that such an essential position (or positions), would fall
under the administration of each Partner.
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Multi Museum Complex
Expenditures
Salaries and Benefits
Full Time - Salaries
Full Time - Benefits ( @ 18% )
Part Time - Salaries (Seasonal Student Help)
Part Time - Benefits ( @ 11% )

Total - Salaries and Benefits

OPTIONS
1

2

3

117,500

158,750

238,750

21,150

28,575

42,975

4,000

8,000

16,000

440

880

1,760

117,940

159,630

240,510

Administration
R ent (Owned)

0

Taxes (C ity/C ounty Exception)

0

0

0

0

0

Insurance

3,500

4,000

5,000

membership development

1,500

2,000

3,000

500

1,000

1,500

Staff development / training
Professional memberships
Accounting and audit
Bank service charges
Office supplies
Misc.

Total - Administration

500

500

500

2,500

3,000

4,000

500

600

700

1,000

1,500

2,000

500

500

500

10,500

13,100

17,200

Maintenance
Utilities (heat, hydro, water)

45,000

55,000

60,000

C ommunications systems (Tel. C omp. Internet)

1,500

2,000

2,500

Security Systems (Monitoring)

2,000

2,500

3,000

Service C ontracts - Grounds

3,000

3,500

3,500

Service C ontracts - Mechanical

3,000

3,000

3,500

R epairs and maintenance

4,000

5,000

6,000

Janitorial supplies

1,000

1,500

2,000

500

500

500

Misc.

Total - Maintenance

60,000

73,000

81,000

Supplies (books, periodicals, etc)

1,000

1,500

2,000

Professional C onferences

1,000

1,500

2,000

Travel

1,000

1,000

1,000

Curatorial

Fees
Misc.

Total - Curatorial

0

0

0

200

250

250

3,200

4,250

5,250

2,000

3,000

4,000

Conservation
Supplies and materials
Fees

Total - Conservation
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Multi Museum Complex
Expenditures (Cont.)
Exhibition
Permanent Exhibits - Fees

OPTIONS
1

2

3

0

1,000

1,500

Permanent Exhibits - Fabrication

5,000

8,000

9,000

Permanent Exhibits - Installation

1,500

3,000

4,000

500

600

800

Temporary Exhibits - Fees

0

2,500

2,500

Temporary Exhibits - Fabrication

0

500

1,000

Temporary Exhibits - Installation

0

250

500

Temporary Exhibits - Maintenance

0

0

0

Off-site Exhibits - Fees

0

0

0

Off-site Exhibits - Fabrication

0

0

0

Off-site Exhibits - Installation

0

0

0

Off-site Exhibits - Maintenance

0

0

0

500

500

500

7,500

16,350

19,800

1,500

2,000

2,000

400

500

500

1,900

2,500

2,500

Purchases

0

0

0

Customs Duty, Excise Tax

0

0

0

Permanent Exhibits - Maintenance

Misc.

Total - Exhibition
Interpretation and Education
Supplies and materials
Fees

Total - Int. and Education
Artifact Acquisition

Transportation

0

0

0

Appraisal costs

500

1,000

1,000

500

1,000

1,000

500

1,000

1,000

Brochures

5,000

5,000

5,000

Posters

1,500

3,000

3,000

Electronic Media

1,000

2,000

2,000

500

500

500

8,500

11,500

11,500

Total - Artifact Acquisition
Marketing and Public Relations
Print Advertising

Misc.

Total - Marketing
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Multi Museum Complex
Expenditures (Cont.)
Transfer to Partners

OPTIONS
1

2

3

Brant Museum & Archives - On-Site Partner ( 1 )

48,600

67,800

83,160

Can. Industrial Heritage Cent. On-Site Partner ( 2 )

56,160

79,665

99,330

3,240

Admissions

Brant Branch - OGS - On-Site Partner ( 3 )

5,085

6,930

Off-Site Partner ( 4 )

8,475

10,395

Off-Site Partner ( 5 )

8,475

10,395

Off-Site Partner ( 6 )

10,395

On-Site Partner ( 7 )

10,395

Total - Transfers to Partners

108,000

169,500

231,000

20,000

25,000

50,000

5,000

8,000

10,000

Total - Other Activities

25,000

33,000

60,000

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

345,040

486,830

673,760

TOTAL REVENUE

345,042

486,833

673,792

2

3

32

Other Activities
Gift Shop
Fundraising

Surplus/Deficit ( - )
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6.4

Guidelines for Fundraising

Fundraising must be seen as an ongoing activity that will
be divided into three principal streams.
Stream One:
Special projects that will need unique funding above and
beyond the normal operating requirements of the facility
will be viewed as part of the annual operating cycle of the
centre.
This type of revenue generation falls on the shoulders of
staff as part of their regular duties and in the final budget
projections we identify some potential areas for this
activity.
Stream Two:
Capital funds are those needed for large building/facility
improvements projects. Currently, there are few programs
of upper level government (Federal or Provincial) to
support funding of such a site although infrastructure
programs come on stream from time to time. Much of the
funding for this project will have to be locally (City and
County) raised with a strong need for donations to a capital
program.

Stream Three:
Endowment funds will insure the sustainability of the
operating budget over an extended period of time and are
probably the most difficult of all revenue streams to obtain.
This area is, however, becoming more and more important
for cultural institutions in Canada. Potential areas of
development for this type of program are in the form of
private donations and fundraising activities to cover both
operating and special event costs.
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7. Summary
7.1 Preliminary Business Plan
There is no question that museums – by presenting
history, collections, science and the arts – offer
experiences, ideas, personal reflections, and satisfactions
not found in other places. That does not mean museums
should attempt to present themselves as quiet, isolated
havens, distinct from other ‘more commercial’ competitors.
Quite the opposite.
Many displays, such as blockbuster art exhibitions, are
also major tourist attractions and revenue makers. (For
example, at the 1996 Cezanne exhibition at the
Philadelphia Museum drew 550,000 visitors over a 13
week period and added $87 million to the city’s revenue
base.) In the vast majority of cases, however, museums
are organized as a public or non-profit institution, existing
primarily as a place that cares for, interprets and shows
authentic objects from its store of collections. That
operating mode applies to almost all of Canada’s 2,300
museums and some 15,000 museums and historic sites in
the U.S.
Given a well-defined mission, the addition of one new
facility in a heritage rich area such as Brant should prove
to be justifiable and, in fact, essential to retain the wellearned values that exist in what was once Ontario’s 3rd
largest city7 and an important Canadian industrial centre.
Times do change lives and institutes; the area has
experienced both economic decline and, more recently a
revival8 that is benefiting every citizen. As stated in the
Prologue, ‘Its Our Turn’…. Again!

7

The combination of water (the Grand River) and rails (it was once the railroad hub of Southern Ontario)
helped Brantford develop from a farming community into a blue collar industrial city based on the agriculture
implement industry centred around companies such as Massey Harris and the Cockshutt Plow Company.
This industry, more than any other, provided the well-paying steady employment that sustained economic
growth through most of the 20th century.
8
By the 1980s and 1990s, the economy of Brantford was in steady decline as a result of the bankruptcies of
White Farm Equipment, Massey Ferguson, Koering Waterous, Harding Carpets, and other manufacturers.
The closure of the businesses left thousands of people unemployed and created an economically depressed
climate. However, the unemployment rate has steadily improved, from almost 14% in 1993 down to 6.6% in
2005. On February 16, 2005, Brant County, including Brantford, was added to the Greater Golden
Horseshoe along with Haldimand and Northumberland counties.
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Core Values
So let us begin by positioning this new county-wide
attraction in one, or more, markets that represent a need, a
value, or satisfaction that future patrons or various types of
visitors seek in exchange for a museum visit.
What place will the museum occupy in the education
market, in relation to elementary/secondary schools and
area colleges and universities?
Recommendation:
Develop curriculum-based ‘journalism’ studies in concert
with Wilfrid Laurier University that document the industrial
inventiveness, First Nations contributions and the unique
creativity that once existed and can be developed again in
the city and environs. Include Mohawk College and senior
level secondary/primary school students in this outreach
and continuous regional heritage pride process.

How should the museum position itself in the recreation
and relaxation market?
Recommendation:
Be a willing partner/sponsor in the strong sports and year
round tournament events that help identify Brantford and
the County as a tourist attraction.
The use of volunteers and timely “recreation-focused
displays” (including off-site) could be considered to
illustrate that museums are ‘current’, not only ‘historical’.

What role should the museum play as a space for
interpersonal and social exchanges, where people can
meet and socialize, and as a new centre of community
life?
Recommendation:
While this function will depend upon available space and
geographic location, the facility could become an optional
meeting site for a variety of heritage seminars,
archaeological discussions, cross-cultural learning events,
genealogical research services, university study group
meetings, student-aged mentoring teams, a heritage
library reading room, history film theatre centre, etc.
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What role should the museum play as a place for
celebrating the region’s history, heritage and
accomplishments and for building a sense of community
pride?
Recommendation:
In a recent interview, Bill Cockshutt expressed this core
question regarding the intent of the Brant Heritage
Partners better than most, by stating:
”Brantford needs to have renewed pride in what it can
accomplish, and has accomplished. The municipal
government is on the right track, it has brought renewal –
new energy, new industry, new wealth, and new residential
districts [to Brantford]. It can now be a place where people
want to live and work, a place with a future, a place to
make an investment, a tourist destination. It needs to tell
the world what a great place this is…. a place with heart
and soul and energy and vision. An important part of that
pride is a world class MUSEUM of HISTORY, FAMILY,
INDUSTRY, and LESSONS…. a facility to see and study
the past, and its builders, a place to trace family history, a
place to savour past accomplishments. The past can tell
us stories, teach us lessons, and give us examples to
follow in the future. The museum can teach us what
enthusiasm, energy, vision and pride in a job well done
can accomplish. Yes, Brantford can again be the Heart
and Soul of Grand River Country… it deserves a great
museum. Let’s built it for the past and, more importantly,
for our future.”

What role should a museum play in building skills and
transmitting basic concepts (especially for young people) in
science, history, or art?
Recommendation:
Given the intent of developing a SHARED site with
representation from any number of existing heritage-artcultural facilities in the region, there is considerable
opportunity to encourage and launch programs that will
challenge the minds and the imagination of students at
various grade levels in local primary and secondary
schools as well as universities. [For example, CCRC has
developed a ‘military theme’ secondary school course that
dovetails into the Ontario history curriculum.] Efforts to
encourage full participation in the mandate of a newly
established museum that ‘points’ to all aspects of Brant
history must, whenever possible, be based on a cooperative effort of the Historical Society, the BHP group
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and any number of other established icons and sites (e.g.,
Brantford Cultural Network, Glenhyrst Art Gallery, Laurier
Brantford, Woodland Cultural Centre, Brantford Public
Library, Sanderson Centre for the Performing Arts, City
Hall officials/councillors, Canadian Military Heritage
Museum, Bell Homestead National Historic Site, Six
Nations Tourism, Mohawk College, Enterprise Brant,
Adelaide Hunter Hoodless National Historic Site, Doors
Open Brant, Paris Museum, Princeton Museum, Heritage
& Tourism Burford, Tourism Brantford, and The Expositor
newspaper). The overall acceptance in the community that
the museum’s future hinges upon the early involvement
and continued support of youthful participation is a central
theme in this document. Imagination is free to explore.

Vision and Mission Statement
The planned museum will be a multi-faceted attraction that
preserves and promotes the cultural and heritage traditions
of the entire region of Brant County, including its
communities, diverse population, and existing museums
and arts facilities. With innovative displays, interpretive
programs (e.g. First Nations), demonstrations (e.g., farm
machinery), genealogical expertise, and rotating
exhibitions -- including off-site exhibits-- heralding the
region’s past, its archival resources and superior customer
service will create an exciting and educational visitor
experience.
The site’s long-view mission is to promote preservation,
understanding and communication of the unique heritage
of the land and peoples of Brant since the days of
Thayendanegea (Joseph Brant) in 1784, after whom
Brantford and the County are named.
IT’S A TRUE STORY WITH NO END, BUT ONE WHICH
MUST BEGIN NOW.

Looking Back… and Forward
There is no doubt that marketing principles flourished when
Brantford was first populated by entrepreneurial
businessmen. In 1877, the year Brantford became a city
and only 10 years after Confederation, the town was alive
with a spirit of growth that must be studied to be fully
appreciated (and hopefully repeated in this new century).
The following list contains only a few of the major firms
which helped form Brantford (located at Brant’s Ford), into
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an exciting city exceeded in population by only Toronto
and Ottawa in the 1920’s:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Waterous Engine Works Limited (est. 1857)
Slingsby Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (est. 1872)
Massey-Harris Company Ltd. (est. 1847)
Happy Thought Foundry Co. (est. 1856)
The Cockshutt Plow Co. (est. 1877)
Scarfe & Company Ltd. (est. 1877
Adams Wagon Co. Ltd. (est 1866)
Ruddy Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (est. 1891)
Brantford Cordage Compact Ltd. (est. 1902)
and over 70 more plants of varying importance

7.2 Conclusion
In a standard report of this type, we would include a
summation of the findings at this point in the form of a
theme for the development of the site. However, the
extraordinary potential of an interpretive centre for
Brantford and Brant County, including the national and
international importance of its story, has led us to put this
information up front rather than at the end of the report.
Having read through the report, we suggest that the reader
go back to the introduction and reflect on what can, and
should, be accomplished here.
As one of the largest economic powers in the world,
Canada has had an unusually sorry record of interpreting
its own history. This may be a remnant of our colonial past
– where things elsewhere seem bigger and more important
and of greater moment than those things found in our own
back yards. This prompts a continual subservience to the
ideals, ideas and cultures of others (in particular at first the
U.K. and now the U.S.). The lack of promotion of the
Brantford and Brant County story is a perfect example of
this state of affairs. To be proud of ourselves, we must
tell the world what we have done. To be world leaders,
we must think of our own accomplishments and build
on them. While the scope and cost of the proposed
development of the Partner’s vision may seem daunting,
there is nothing that cannot be accomplished where the
spirit is strong. And there are strong spirits in this
community who, with the incentive of a well-founded pride,
should be capable of coming to the support of this project.
The creativity which brought this community to the forefront
in years past still resides here in the gene pool and the
histories of the descendants of the original visionaries.
This is the future, and the community must celebrate its
past to understand how outstanding that future can be.
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